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regularize its control over the process of selection, recog-
nition and installationof all reincarnate lamas. In July 2007,
the State Administration for Religious Affairs (SARA)
issued extraordinary new regulations requiring that the
Chinese government must approve the recognition of all
reincarnate lamas. Thenew“ManagementMeasures for the
Reincarnation of Living Buddhas in Tibetan Buddhism,”
also known as Order No. 5, require that recognition of all
reincarnate lamas be authorized by Chinese authorities,
with the level of authority required for approval corre-
sponding to vague notions of the reincarnate’s ‘impact.’
Reincarnates are also charged to “respect and protect the
principles of the unification of the state, protecting the
unity of the minorities, protecting religious concord and
social harmony, andprotecting thenormal order of Tibetan
Buddhism.”169

While ostensibly promulgated to guarantee freedom of
religious belief, the actual result of this regulation is the
opposite: a clear and inappropriate interference in the spir-
itual domain of Tibetan Buddhists. The authorities have
used their assertion of control over the recognition of rein-
carnate lamas to keepmonasteries and their leaders in line.
The events at Rongpo ChojeyMonastery are one example.
On July 23, 2010, Voice of Tibet radio reported that Lama
DawaKhyenrabWangchug, a reincarnateTibetanBuddhist
teacher at RongpoChojeyMonastery inNakchu, TAR, had
been arrested inApril and accused of having linkswith the
Dalai Lama.170 TheChinese authorities strippedLamaDawa
of his right to hold the incarnation lineage. Themonastery
was subjected to an intense patriotic education campaign,
under which its monks were ordered to oppose the Dalai
Lama and sever tieswith LamaDawa.Under pressure from
the intense patriotic education campaign, a 70-year-old
monk named Ngawang Gyatso reportedly committed
suicide onMay 20, 2010, and 17monks were ejected from
themonasterywhen they refused to denounce their teach-
ers. The authorities labeled the monastery a ‘criminal
monastery’ that must be watched constantly, and Lama
Dawa is believed to still be under some form of ‘soft’
detention (i.e. house arrest).171 In seeking to control rein-
carnation, the party-state hopes to recast religion as a tool
to transform Tibetan religious identity (which assumes
loyalty to the Dalai Lama) into identification with party-

state loyalties. It will do this by placing persons presumed
to be loyal to the party-state in positions that control and
supervise the activities of Tibetan Buddhism. Tibetologist
Gray Tuttle notes that regulations such as Order No. 5
emerge from a sense among Chinese authorities of the
“desperate importance” of transferring to the Party the
religious and secular authority that these lamas have in
Tibetan communities.172

Since the protests of 2008, the party-state’s perceived need
to manage Tibetan Buddhism has become more urgent.
Becausemany of the protestswere led bymonks andnuns
or started atmonasteries, the authorities launched renewed
patriotic education campaigns, detained and expelled large
numbers ofmonastics and, at times, haveused deadly force
to put downprotests bymonks andnuns. Thereweremore
than 200protests across theTibetanplateau in the year fol-
lowing the March 10, 2008, protests in Lhasa and beyond.
These protests were overwhelmingly peaceful, and virtu-
ally all of them started out thatway, yet theChinesemedia
refers to the events of 2008 only in the context of the ‘vio-
lent riots’ that occurred in Lhasa. According to official Chi-
nese statistics,more than 1,200Tibetanswere detained as a
result of the protests. Many were subjected to brutality in
custody, and many remain unaccounted for to this day.
Dozens of unarmed protestors were shot dead, and others
have died in prison due to torture, or have committed sui-
cide as a result of the traumaof thepost-protest crackdown.

In the wake of the protests, the Chinese government
deployed tens of thousands of security personnel across
Tibet. Monasteries were surrounded by troops, and towns
were under virtual martial law. Nearly the entire Tibetan
plateau was sealed off, with the exception of official
attempts to carry out controlled foreign media and diplo-
matic tours. The authorities imposed sweeping newmeas-
ures to purgemonasteries of ‘troublemakers’ and launched
a systematic newattackonTibetanBuddhism “reminiscent
of the Cultural Revolution”173 sanctioned at the highest
levels of Chinese leadership. In his book The Division of
Heaven and Earth, the Tibetan writer Shogdung accused
Chinese authorities of “hunting [Tibetans] down like
innocent wild animals, like pigs, yaks and sheep killed in
slaughter-house and scattered them like aheapof peas” and
of turning Tibet into “a 21st century place of terror.”174
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The Sangha and the 2008 Lhasa Protests

Thepresent security crackdown,which continues to provoke tension andprotest inTibet,was initially a reaction
to events in Lhasa and beyond beginning onMarch 10, 2008. On that morning, the 49th anniversary of the 1959
Tibetanuprising, some300monks fromDrepungMonastery staged aprotestmarch toLhasa city center. Theywere
blocked at themain roadby security forces,wheremanyof themstaged a sit-inprotest, recitingprayers for the long
life of the Dalai Lama. After a standoff, dozenswere arrested and the rest obliged to return to themonastery.

That same day, a small group of monks from Sera Monastery along with lay-people staged a demonstration
calling for Tibet’s independence outside Lhasa’s Jokhang Temple. According to an eyewitness who reported the
incident on a blog,175 after several Sera monks shouted slogans outside the temple, Tibetans “formed a strong,
silent, peaceful circle around the police.” Soon the police called for backup. “Undercover agents, not so difficult
to recognize, film the whole happening. Especially the faces. This is one method to create fear. Suddenly there
is panic. Six or sevenmonks are arrested and driven away.. . In themeanwhile big numbers of policemen arrive.
They drive everybody apart.”176

Protestors were beaten and arrested, charged and imprisoned. The following day, hundreds of Sera monks
attempted tomarch into the city demanding their release. Theywere blocked by security forces (2,000 riot police
according to various reports) and confined to SeraMonastery, which likeDrepungwas also sealed off. OnMarch
12,monks fromGandenMonastery, the third greatmonastery in the Lhasa environs, staged a protest, resulting in
a confrontationwith security forces and the blockading of thatmonastery.

Meanwhile, local officials and police began house-to-house searches in the Tibetan quarter of Lhasa, looking
for unregisteredmonks andnuns, and checking on residentswith previous political records, aswell as searching
for images of the Dalai Lama. Movements of Tibet University students were restricted, and warning the small
number of people who worked for foreign NGOs in Lhasa against passing information on the situation to the
outsideworld. Foreign andTibetanwitnesses reported seeing a large influxofmilitary vehicles in thewesternpart
of the city at this time.

Atmidday onMarch 14, a confrontationbetweenmonks, local people and security forces erupted at theRamoche
Temple, which faces onto a busymarket street in the heart of Lhasa. The circumstances of the beginning of the
riot are unclear; one report indicates that a security officer provoked a Tibetanwhowas already angry about the
intimidation ofmonks, which then escalated into a physical scuffle. Nearby police vehicles were set on fire, and
hundreds of local Tibetans confronted the police, who were outnumbered and soon withdrew. Eyewitnesses
recalled seeing police being peltedwith stones.

The riot spread to the area around the Jokhang Temple, and across the Tibetan quarter. One group of protestors
attempted to march from the temple square towards the TAR government compound, but was turned back by
armed security forces. Another group attacked shops and property in the area around the Woba-ling mosque,
where there were also confrontations with the security forces. Protestors shouted slogans calling for Tibet’s
independence and the return of the Dalai Lama to Tibet.

(continued on next page)
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As in the past, in 2008 Kham and Amdo quickly became
the focal point for Tibetanprotests and violent reprisals by
the authorities. KhampaTibetans inKardze and theneigh-
boring area of Ngaba in Amdo have played a key role in
everyTibetan resistancemovement since the 1949Chinese
Communist invasion. In recent decades, their frustration
with the shrill campaigns against theDalai Lama, economic
policies that led to the loss of land and livelihoods, and an

invasion of Chinese prospectors who engaged in largely
unregulated extraction ofminerals had pushed these com-
munities to the breaking point. In January 2008, months
before the first protests occurred, theGanzi Daily reported
that for ‘historical reasons,’ thework of “maintaining pub-
lic order and safeguarding stability” in the area was “very
arduous.”178 Kardze alsohad the dubious distinctionof hav-
ingmoreknownpolitical detainees (55) since1987 thanany

(continued from pervious page)

The security forces largelywithdrewanddidnot emerge again on the streets to tackle the rioters for several hours,
according to numerous eyewitness reports. Professor Robert Barnett of Columbia University wrote:

No reinforcements were sent into the area for some three hours, though they were waiting on the outskirts.
It was the traditional Party method for handling serious unrest, waiting for orders as to whether to shoot or not.
This vacuum allowed what were now rioters to turn from attacking police to the next available symbol of
Chinese governance, the Chinese migrant population, whose rapid increase in Tibetan towns, in many of which
they appear to now be a majority, has increasingly fuelled until now silent resentment among the indigenous
population.177

Bymost accounts, it was not until early evening that security forces closed in on the Tibetan quarter with tanks
and armored personnel carriers (these vehicles,with caterpillar tracks, are often described as tanks bywitnesses),
shooting at and arresting those demonstratorswhohad not already fled. According to Tibetanwitness accounts,
security forces (whether military or police) fired on unarmed demonstrators, killing dozens, especially in the
western areas of Lhasa. By the following morning, order had been restored to the city center. Military convoys
patrolled the city, and soldiers and police guarded every intersection. Foreign tourists and many Chinese
residentsweremoved out of the Tibetan quarter, while Tibetan residentswere confined to their homes or places
of temporary shelter. By the evening ofMarch 15 at the latest, security personnel (including themilitary) began
house-to-house searches, making arrests of those suspected of involvement in the protests, including anyone
without valid residence papers or with a previous record of dissent. Even by later official admission, many
Tibetanswho had not participated in the protests were arrested at that time.

Tibetan witness accounts report an extreme level of arbitrary brutality in the conduct of searches and arrests,
including deliberate attempts to cripple detainees, break limbs and cause internal injuries. Themain detention
facilities in Lhasawere filled to capacity and extra detentions centerswere improvised inToelungDechenCounty
in LhasaMunicipality, and in a warehouse near the new railway station. There were numerous credible reports
of appalling conditions, including overcrowding, noprovision ofwater or food, denial ofmedical treatment to the
wounded, and torture during interrogation. These accounts also claim that Lhasa hospitals refused to treat the
wounded, and that security forces took possession of all corpses of those killed, by force if necessary, in order to
destroy evidence of the manner of death. In one reliable account, a Tibetan spoke of witnessing bodies piled
together in the back of an army truck on the road leaving Lhasa.
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other Tibetan county outside the TAR, and a public secu-
rity budget thatwas dramatically higher than that of every
other county in Sichuan, except the neighboring Tibetan
county of Ngaba (which it narrowly edged out in 2008).179

A strident new political education campaign had been
underway in Kardze since spring of 2007, producing high
levels of resentment and frustration throughout the lay and
monastic communities.

OnMarch 18, 2008, a small protest in Kardze town rapidly
grew in size and was confronted by security forces who
broke up the demonstration, killing four protesters in the
process, and arresting at least 15 others.180 After the demon-
stration was put down, additional security forces arrived
and the area was placed under martial law. Undeterred,
protests continued in monasteries and towns across
Kham forweeks, a number ofwhich endedwith the death
of protesters.181

On June 28, 2008, Li Changping, Governor and Deputy
Party Secretary of the Kardze Tibetan Autonomous Prefec-
ture, issued “Measures for dealing strictly with rebellious
monasteries and individual monks and nuns: Order from
the People’sGovernment ofGanzi TAP,No. 2.” This new set
of regulations on themanagement ofmonastic institutions
in Kardze instructed thatmonks and nuns:

Who do not agree to be registered and photographed,
who leave the monastery premises as they please
and refuse to correct themselves despite repeated
re-education, will be completely expelled from the
monastery, will have their rights as religious
practitioners annulled, will be sent back to their
native places, and their residential cells will be
demolished . . .any tulku, khenpo and geshe who
does not abide by the order will not be allowed to
participate in religious activities.182

Order No. 2 goes on to state that monks and nuns “who
show stubborn attitude will be counseled, strictly given
warning, stripped of their rights as religious practitioners
and expelled from their monasteries, and held in custody
doing re-education,” and that tulkus “will be stripped of
their right to hold the incarnation lineage.”183

Another center of protest in SichuanwasKirtiMonastery in
Ngaba county. Ngaba Kirti Monastery is one of the largest
and most important in Tibet, and in 2008 with several
affiliated branch monasteries in the region—all of which
are under the patronage of theKirti Rinpoche,who lives in
exile in India. Because of thehighdegree of contact between
Kirti Monastery in Tibet and its sister institution in exile,
ICT was able to develop a relatively complete timeline of
events in that area (see ICT’s Tibet at a Turning Point for a
more comprehensive discussion). Based on reports from
Kirti and other locations in and aroundNgaba, there were
a number of protests involving both monks and local
laypeople. At Kirti itself, a protest on March 16 featuring
thousands of monks and townspeople was met by a large
contingent of security personnel. The security forces fired
shots into the unarmed crowds, killing and wounding an
unknownnumber of demonstrators. Others died in deten-
tionor shortly after release as a result of torture, and at least
one monk from nearby Gomang Monastery committed
suicide after being beaten by security forces. Kirti
Monastery was subjected to amilitary blockade, and secu-
rity forces issued a ‘shoot on sight’ order for suspected
demonstrators.184

On May 12, 2008, following a devastating earthquake in
Sichuan province that killed tens of thousands of people,
theKirtimonks sent anopen letter to the authorities asking
for permission to conduct religious rites for the dead and
suffering victims of the earthquake. The letter contained
the followingmessage to the Chinese people:

Since March 10, in all places covering the three
main regions of Tibet, Tibetans protested against the
Chinese authorities. The Chinese Communist Party
sent in personnel in an organized fashion and marked
every Tibetan, especially monks, as criminals.
Bloody killings and beatings that were completely
inhuman took place—too much for our hearts to hear
about and too much for our eyes to witness. Innocent
Tibetans were labeled as criminals in the minds of the
Chinese, with whom we have shared thousands of
years of history as neighbors. But because of these
negative views, Tibetans, especially monks, are
treated more like enemies by ordinary Chinese people.
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But from our side, we are making it clear that we are
not protesting against ordinary Chinese people but
against the policies of the Chinese government
towards Tibet.185

There is no evidence of a Chinese government response.

In Gansu province, Labrang Monastery was the center of
the Tibetan protests. Like Kirti, Labrang is a significant
monastery in Tibet and has a history of symbolic Tibetan
nationalist protests over the years. Labrangmonks led the
first protests in Sangchu (Chinese: Xiahe) on the evening
ofMarch14, 2008, the samedayprotests inLhasadescended
into chaos. That night, security forces raided Labrang
Monastery, smashing altars, burning photos of the Dalai
Lama and threatening monks. Over the following days
there weremultiple protests in the area, including one on
March18 in the townofBora,where local herderswere cap-
tured on video replacing the Chinese flag at the primary
school with the Tibetan national flag.186

OnApril 10, theChinese government inexplicably brought
a groupof foreign journalists to Labrang as part of a tightly
controlled official visit. Fifteen monks interrupted the
journalists’ tour of themonastery to stage a demonstration
appealing for human rights, Tibetan freedom, an end to
Chinese repression, and the return of the Dalai Lama to
Tibet. According to Labrang Jigme,whowas theheadof the
Labrang DMC: “Monkswho spoke to some reporters were
beaten with batons and had their legs broken; on some,
they used electric batons on their heads and in their
mouths—the electric baton affected their brains and some
have becomedisabled...driven to a type of insanity.”187 Two
monks from this group of protestors have since died; one
following torture in custody and the second after becom-
ing ill while in hiding frompolice.188

Labrang Jigmewashimself abducted by security forces and
subjected to psychological torture during six months in
detention. In a remarkable videotaped testimony available
onYouTube, Jigmeallegeshewashandcuffed, shackled and
tied to a chairwith a black cloth covering his face. He goes
on to relate his treatment to thebroaderChinese policy and
attitude toward Tibetans:

A young soldier pointed an automatic rifle at me
and said in Chinese, ‘This is made to kill you, Ahlos
(derogatory term used for Tibetans by some Chinese).
You make one move, and I will definitely shoot and
kill you with this gun. I will throw your corpse in
the trash and nobody will ever know.’

This is the case of a powerful nationality harassing
and oppressing a small nationality, a big nation making
weapons to kill a small nationality; if they are doing
such things at the lower levels, it goes without saying
that they are doing worse things to us at higher levels.
The way they oppress and murder Tibetans, and
can utter such words while aiming guns [at us],
stunned me. By telling us that Tibetans could be killed
and our dead bodies dumped in the trash and that
nobody would know - we are not even treated like dogs
and pigs. If other people’s dogs and pigs are killed,
there will be somebody to claim them. Then why won’t
Tibetans be claimed after death? We are ordered not to
claim our fellow Tibetans’ bodies even after death.
At that time, I realized that there is no racial
equality.189

(The video can be viewed at: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Ac-V82xAaUg.)190

At the time of writing, Labrang Jigme was again in deten-
tion.191

i. Tibetan Self-immolations and
Other Protests

Tapey, a Tibetan monk at Kirti Monastery, was the first in
Tibet to protest by self-immolation when he set himself
ablaze on February 27, 2009. He survived but his current
whereabouts and wellbeing are unknown. As of April 2,
2012, when this report went to print, 33 Tibetans in Tibet
had protested in this way, and 24 of them are known to
have died. Initially, self-immolation protests were only
undertaken by members of Tibet’s monastic community,
more recently however, Tibetan lay people, including a
mother of four, have set fire to themselves inprotest against
China’s policies inTibet. These individuals have challenged
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the Chinese authorities in the strongest possible way,
expressing a profound rejection of the current state of
affairs in Tibet.

Those who have chosen to self-immolate would have
been aware of the Buddhist perspective on self-sacrifice for
the benefit of others. These acts would not have been
undertaken without careful consideration of the spiritual
ramifications and the distinctionbetween self-sacrifice and
suicide, given that Buddhist precepts discourage suicide as
profoundly harmful to the future lives of an individual.

The conditionsTibetans faceunder the rigid controls of the
Chinese government amount are the reason behind the
Tibetan self-immolations and amount to “some kind of
cultural genocide,” according to theDalai Lamawhomade
this comment days after Palden Choetso, a 35-year old
Tibetannun self-immolated, and after theChinese govern-
ment blamed “outside forces” for causing the Tibetan self-
immolations. “Including many Chinese from mainland
Chinawho visit Tibet, they all have the impression things
are terrible. . . Some kind of cultural genocide is taking
place. That’s why, you see, these sorts of sad incidents hap-
pen, due to the desperateness of the situation,” the Dalai
Lama said at a news conference in Tokyo.192

From his adopted monastery in exile in India, the 17th

Karmapa also issued a statement about the self-immola-
tions in Tibet:

These desperate acts, carried out by people with
pure motivation, are a cry against the injustice and
repression under which they live. . . Each report of
self-immolation from Tibet has filled my heart with
pain. Most of those who have died have been very
young. They had a long future ahead of them,
an opportunity to contribute in ways that they have
now foregone. In Buddhist teaching life is precious.
To achieve anything worthwhile we need to preserve
our lives. We Tibetans are few in number, so every
Tibetan life is of value to the cause of Tibet. Although
the situation is difficult, we need to live long and
stay strong without losing sight of our long-
term goals.193

Following the March 16, 2011, self-immolation of Kirti
monk Phuntsog, Kirti Monastery was placed under lock-
down, with monks subjected to a stringent patriotic
education campaign and the constant presence ofhundreds
of armed security personnel. Some 300monkswere taken
away from the monastery in large trucks to unknown
locations for thepurpose of “legal education,” and thepolice
reportedly beat to death two elderly Tibetans who were
participating in a vigil at the gates of the monastery in an
attempt to protect themonks during the security raid. The
Chinese authorities implemented a terror campaignatKirti
Monasterywherebymonks under political suspicionwere
dragged from their cells in themiddle of thenight, set onby
dogs, and returned later, exhausted by torture; otherswere
expelled or imprisoned. Ironically, theChinese authorities
themselves have characterized the self-immolations as acts
of “terrorism in disguise.”

Dramatic video footage of the security crackdown in
Ngabawas released onApril 19, 2011, amonth after it was
taken, which refutes the Chinese government’s assertion
that the situation was “normal” and “harmonious.”194

Photos believed to have been taken in July 2011 in the
Ngaba area further confirmed that the situationwas tanta-
mount to martial law, and that the authorities were using
Cultural Revolution-era tactics of public shaming and
parading of monks and laypersons with signboards about
their ‘crimes’ to intimidate the public.195

There have been a number of detentions, arrests and sen-
tences handed down in Ngaba during the ongoing crack-
down thathas followed the self-immolations. TheBarkham
(Chinese: Ma’erkang) County People’s Court in Ngaba
sentenced Kirti monks Losang Tenzin, age 22, to 13 years
imprisonment, and another Losang Tenzin, known asNak
Ten, to ten years in prison on August 30, 2011. On August
29, the same court sentenced Phuntog’s uncle, 46-year old
Kirti monk Losang Tsondru (named in the Chinese state
media as Drongdru), to 11 years imprisonment. The Chi-
nese statemedia reported the three sentences, stating that
the twomonks sentencedonAugust 30: “plotted, instigated
and assisted in the self-immolation of fellowmonk Rigzin
Phuntsog (Phuntsog is erroneously referred to by the Chi-
nese media as “Rigzin Phuntsog”), causing his death. . .
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Drongdru was given the sentence because he hid the in-
juredmonk and prevented emergency treatment, causing
delayed treatment and the subsequent death forhis disciple
and nephew, according to the verdict.” 196

On or around May 2, 2011, the Ngaba County People’s
Court sentenced 31-year old Kirti monk Losang Dargye of
Me’uruma township in Ngaba to three years in prison. He
is believed tohave been among a groupofDrepungmonks
who had protested in Lhasa on March 10, 2008, and was
detained for somemonthsbefore being allowed to return to
Ngaba. Police and soldiers detained him on April 11, 2011,
from his quarters in the monastery. Kirti monk and
monastery storekeeper, KonchokTsultrim, age 33, from the
rural area of Tawa Gongma was arrested after March 16,
2011. The Ngaba county People’s Court sentenced him in
earlyMay 2011 to three years in prison.

AU.S. State Department spokesperson said at a daily press
briefing on April 14, 2011: “We have seen that Chinese se-
curity forces have cordoned off the Kirti Monastery in
Sichuan province. They’ve also imposed onerous restric-
tions on themonks and the general public. Andwebelieve
these are inconsistentwith internationally recognizedprin-
ciples of religious freedomandhuman rights.We continue
to monitor the situation closely and are obviously con-
cerned by it.” On June 8, 2011, the UNWorking Group on
Enforced or InvoluntaryDisappearances called on theChi-
nese authorities “to disclose the fate andwhereabouts of all
thosewhohave been subject to enforced disappearances in
China, including a group of Tibetan monks whose fate or
whereabouts still remain unknown.”

Those committing self-immolations do so in the context of
a sharedhistory over the past half century of dispossession
and loss, and a systematic assault against the religious
practices andbeliefs that are at the core of Tibetan identity.
The last words of nun Palden Choetso—who walked out
of her nunnery on November 3, 2011, doused herself in
kerosene, and set fire to herself—included prayers for the
long life of the Dalai Lama. Calls for the Dalai Lama’s long
life and return to Tibet have been a consistently expressed
by Tibetans who have self-immolated since Tapey in Feb-
ruary 2009. In the first footage to emerge of a self-immola-
tion, Kirti monk Lobsang Kunchok is seen lying on the

ground surrounded by armed troops in riot gear. The chill-
ing screamof awoman, calling thenameof theDalai Lama
over and over again, can be heard in the background.197

Tibetans’ sense of separation from their spiritual leader has
never been so acute.

The self-immolations are a tragic indictment of China’s
misrule in Tibet. Just as theChinese authorities responded
to the overwhelmingly peaceful protests that swept across
the Tibetan plateau in 2008 by strengthening the very
measures that had led to the unrest in the first place,
so their responses to the self-immolations risk the further
loss of life and radicalization among Tibetans. A Tibetan
from Ngaba recently wrote that the self-immolations are
occurring:

. . .because many people cannot see how to go on
living. . . The ‘Patriotic Education’ campaign and violent
intimidation being touted as the solution to this issue
are just a return to the old patterns of confrontation and
will lead only to the creation of new confrontations.
To have to relinquish our ethnic-national identity and
culture is to relinquish the point of living for Tibetans,
so the present repressive and punitive policies are
literally tearing out the hearts of the Ngaba people.198

Chinese policies in Tibet have led to executions, torture,
imprisonment, destruction of religious institutions, politi-
cal indoctrination, expulsion of monks and nuns from
monasteries and nunneries, the banning of religious cere-
monies, restrictions on the number of monks in monas-
teries, extreme disruption of the religious practices of
average Tibetans, and counterproductive efforts to enforce
loyalty to the Chinese Communist Party. This sixty-year
assault onTibetan culture in the guise of theCCP’s brandof
‘scientific materialism’199 has failed to achieve the stated
objective of ridding Tibetans of their devotion to Tibetan
Buddhism and securing their loyalty to the Chinese party-
state. It has, on the other hand, reinforced a sense of shared
identity across Tibet and succeeded in convincing many
Tibetans that the Chinese authorities bear their culture
tremendous illwill. Tibetans increasingly believe that these
authoritieswill not stop attackingTibetanBuddhismuntil
they have established complete control over it or driven it
out of Tibet all together.
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Western Development,
Nomad Settlement and
Population Influx: Grasping
with Many Hands

Would it not be easier
In that case for the government
To dissolve the people
And elect another?

—Bertolt Brecht,
Die Lösung (“The Solution”), 1959

August 1, 2007, was the opening day of the Lithang Sum-
mer Horse Festival—one of the most popular and well-
known Tibetan cultural events of the year, attended by
thousands of people fromall over easternTibet andbeyond.
Lithang, inwhat theChinesehave designated as theKardze
Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, is a historically fractious
nomadic areawhereKhampaherders pride themselves on
their toughness and fierce independence.Kardze is home to
LithangMonastery, one of the largestmonasteries in Tibet,
andmanyother smaller activemonasteries. In the summer
of 2007, the climatewas tense in Lithang. Five years earlier,
Tenzin Delek Rinpoche, a respected local lama had been
sentenced to death, andhe remained inprisondespite local
petitions for his release.

TenzinDelek’s arrest in 2002was followed by a seemingly
endless series of patriotic education campaigns requiring
local monks to denounce the Dalai Lama and swear fealty
to the Chinese party-state, culminating in authorities
demanding Lithangmonks sign a petition saying they did
not want the Dalai Lama to come back to Tibet.200 This
further inflamed tensions in the area, and the local com-
munity was reportedly angry with the monks on the
Lithang DMC who were carrying out the campaign.
The intensification ofChinese policies, under theWestern
Development Plan, to force the settlement of nomads and
fencing of grazing lands had also sparked an escalating
series of disputes among nomads over access to land
and water, some of which had broken out into deadly
violence.201

That day, 53-year-old Tibetan nomad Runggye Adak
climbed on the festival stage and took themicrophone just
as the opening ceremonywas set to begin. He offered a tra-
ditional khatag or Tibetan blessing scarf to the senior lama
of Lithang Monastery and calmly began to speak. To the
surprise of the crowd,which included anumber ofChinese
officials, Adak called for the return of the Dalai Lama to
Tibet and rebuked those Tibetans who had criticized the
Dalai Lama (apparently a reference to the hated patriotic
education campaign petition). He called for religious free-
dom, including the release of the Panchen Lama, Gedun
ChoekyiNyima, and of TenzinDelekRinpoche. Adak then
urged local Tibetans to stop fighting among themselves
about land and water issues. (Subtitled footage of some of
Runggye Adak’s comments, filmed by a foreigner at the
horse festival, can be viewed at: http://www.savetibet.org/
media-center/ict-news-reports/bold-public-expression-support-
dalai-lama-led-imprisonment-tibetan-captured-video.)

Security forces seized Adak and took him offstage.202

A group of Tibetans tried unsuccessfully to negotiate
his release with the authorities, insisting that he had said
nothing thatwas against the lawandonlywanted to speak
about the situation for Tibetans in Lithang. When that
failed, hundreds of local people surrounded the police
station where he was taken and demanded his release.
Several days later, another group of Tibetans gathered to
protest his continued detention until Chinese security
forces cleared out the crowd with tear gas, flash-bang
grenades and gunshots fired into the air.203 Those who
resistedwere beatenwithmetal poles.

At least 20 Tibetans, including several relatives of Adak,
were taken into custody following the incident. Adakwas
sentenced to eight years in prison for ‘inciting splittism.’
InAugust 2010, ICT reported that RunggyeAdak’s relatives
had grave concerns about his health, that of his nephew
Adak Lopoe, a senior monk from Lithang who was sen-
tenced to ten years, and aTibetan art teacher andmusician
named Kunkhyen who was sentenced to nine years. Both
Adak Lopoe and Kunkhyen were imprisoned for attempt-
ing toprovidepictures and information about theprotest to
‘overseas organizations’ and charged with ‘endangering
national security.’204
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As illustrated by the arrest of Tenzin Delek Rinpoche and
Runggye Adak, the socio-economic strategies the Chinese
government has deployed inTibet for the past decadehave
becomedetached fromobjectives of poverty alleviation and
promotion of sustainable livelihoods for the Tibetan
inhabitants of these areas, and have come into intense
conflict with Tibetan efforts to preserve their culture and
traditional way of life. Policies such as theWestern Devel-
opment Plan seem designed primarily to achieve other
developmental and political objectives: extraction of re-
sources needed for the fast-growing Chinese economy;
improved physical access to economically and politically
strategic areas of the Tibetan plateau; commoditization of
natural resources and features, including forests and rivers;
expanded economic opportunities for inland Chinese
migrants; and pacification of the indigenous population
through demographic changes and socio-economic assim-
ilation. Themore recent overlay of policies with an osten-
sible environmental and ‘scientific’ basis have caused
tremendous additional hardships for alreadymarginalized
Tibetan populations while achieving little in the way of
environmental benefits.

i. The Western Development Plan

Chinese President Jiang Zemin launched the Western
China Development Plan in a speech in Xian on June 17,
1999. The initial emphasis of theWDPwas on the acceler-
ation of development in thewestern regions including the
TAR, Qinghai, Sichuan, Gansu and Yunnan (the provinces
that cover ethnographicTibet), aswell as Shaanxi,Ningxia,
Guizhou, the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region, and
the Chongqing municipality. Altogether this area covers
56 percent of China’s total landmass, and 23 percent of
its total population. In 2002, the State Council stated the
following objectives for the Western Development Plan:
modernization; changing the ‘relative backwardness’ of the
western region’s outlook; narrowing the development gap
between regions; building a prosperous economy, social
progress, a stable life, national unity, beautiful landscape;
and bringing prosperity to the people of the western
regions.205

Party leaders explicitly linked the success of the WDP to
the survival of the Party. JiangZemin credited itwith “major
significance for the future prosperity of the country and
the (Party’s) long reign and perennial stability,” and on
another occasion said he believed the strategywould “help
develop China’s economy, stabilize local society and con-
tribute toChina’s unity.”206TsinghuaUniversity economist
Hu Angang, who advised the government on the develop-
ment of theWDP,wasmore frank, noting: “Theworst case
scenario—andwhatwe are trying to avoid—isChina frag-
menting like Yugoslavia . . . Already, regional (economic)
disparity is equal to—or worse than—what we saw in
Yugoslavia before it split.”207 In another interview, Hu
shared his view that China’s west had to ‘disenclave’ itself,
andhe framed the strategy’s priorities as being the integra-
tion of thewestern areas as a supplier of energy andwater
resources into the faster-growing areas of eastern China,
and a crucial link in China’s plans for regional economic
and energy security initiatives in central, south and
southeast Asia.208

From the beginning, much of the ‘development’ in the
Western Development Plan has consisted of infrastruc-
ture—buildingof roads, developinghydrocarbonpipelines,
massive water diversion and hydropower projects, laying
of railway lines, constructing airports and communication
facilities—geared towards facilitating the exploitation of
the region’s abundant natural resources and transporting
these into the core of China’s resource-hungry economy.
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As a result of the heavy focus on resource extraction and
transport to easternChina, bothTibetans andmany experts
whohave studied theWDPsee it as disproportionately ben-
efitting the relatively better-off areas of eastern China and
those non-Tibetanswith the skills and connections to take
advantage of the state’s mode of development. Given the
scale and nature of these projects, massive state expendi-
tures havebeen involved in the realizationof theWDP.The
government investment boom has ensured that the TAR
and other areas under the strategy have enjoyed some of
thehighestGDPgrowth rates in the country. Thenature of
this growth in Tibetan areas, however, has been highly
exclusionary, unbalanced, and likely to lead to increased
dependency on a perpetual stream of assistance from the
central government and other parts of China.Non-Tibetan
migrants and settlers, attractedby the subsidy-drivenboom,
continue to disproportionately benefit from both the

direct and tertiary economic activity induced by these
projects. In contrast to the double-digit investment-led
growth, agriculture—the sector in which most Tibetans
work—is the slowest growing sector in the TAR.209

In the PRC’s 12th Five Year Plan, which covers 2011–15, the
infrastructure boomcontinues in Tibet. The plan includes
amajor expansion of hydropower, including the construc-
tion of 60 dams, a number of which are scheduled to be in
Tibetan areas. The emphasis on damming in the Five Year
Planhas sparked fears throughout south and southeastAsia
about the impact on downstream countries of massive
damming of the upper reaches of rivers with their head-
waters in Tibet.210 Within Tibet, there are concerns about
forced relocation and environmental damage, particularly
about the prospects of large-scale dams on the order of the
problematic Three Gorges project.

China’s Triumphant Achievements
in Western Development

In January 2010, the China Development Gateway website published a list of themajor accomplishments
of the Western Development Plan up to that point:

2000: “Western Development” plan begins

2002: Construction of the “West-East Gas Pipeline” begins

2003: Policy of “Returning Grazing Land to Grassland” comes into effect

2004: Law on Promoting Western Development is listed on the legislative plan of the 10th National
People’s Congress

2005: Compulsory education tuition and fees become exempt in western areas

2006: Qinghai-Tibet Railway begins operation

2007: Ministry of Finance invests 280 billion RMB in the west to support key projects

(Source: China Development Gateway, January 4, 2010 available at:
http://english.cqnews.net/html/2011-08/31/content_8046585.htm.)
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ii. Nomad Settlement

Aspart of theWesternDevelopment Plan, and in response
to degradation of the grasslands of the Tibetan plateau and
other areas, Chinese authorities have stepped up a policy
of settling nomads. As noted in the previous sections,
2003marked anewphase of implementationof the “revert
grazing lands to grasslands program” (Chinese: tuimu
huancao) that was begun four years earlier (see earlier
discussion). This phase goes beyond the kind of technical
solutions—eradication of pika (a kind of rabbit), subsi-
dization of winter homes and animal shelters, planting of
supplemental winter fodder—and the shift to the house-
hold responsibility system that was featured in earlier
implementation efforts. As has been the case with many
other centrally derived policies directed towards Tibet, the
implementation of tuimuhuancao has exposed a number
of areas where the objectives and the underlying logic
of these initiatives have served to substantially harm the
interests of Tibetanswhohaveno control over themanner
in which these policies are carried out, despite the impact
on their traditional livelihoods and demographic domi-
nance.

The nomadic Tibetan communities of the northern and
eastern regions of the Tibetan plateau have historically
beenbetter off economically andmore independent of any
political authority than theherders and farmers of the cen-
tral valleys. They were quick to reassert their traditional
lifestyle when the reform era afforded them the opportu-
nity to escape collectivization, and many were able to
achieve relative prosperity by resuming their traditional
patterns of pastoral life. At the same time, for reasons of
both traditional preference and religious belief, they have
resisted the commoditization of animal husbandry, prefer-
ring tomaintain the larger herds necessary for the produc-
tion of dairy and wool rather than raising animals for
slaughter. This has set them up for conflict with the agro-
industrial approach of the Chinese party-state, as well as
possibly its environmental protectionmandates.

Tuimuhuancao and ecologicalmigrationhave been linked
with several different goals, primarily the improvement of
the region’s ecology and the modernization of the pas-

toralist lifestyle. Evidence to date, however, suggests that
the ecological benefits of these policies are questionable,
while the social costs for Tibetan nomads have been
extraordinarily high.211 Under the forced settlement policy,
the Chinese government has been implementing settle-
ment, land confiscation, and fencing policies in pastoral
areas inhabited byTibetans.Herders have been required to
slaughter or sell off their livestock and move into newly
built housing colonies, abandoning their traditional way
of life in exchange for time-limited subsidies that are
insufficient tomeet basic needs and are creating a cycle of
dependency. Access to other employment opportunities is
non-existent or limited at best, either because the settle-
ment locations are isolated from other economic activity
or, in the case of those in peri-urban locations, because the
nomads lack thenecessary skills and socialization for life in
a distinctively Chinese urban environment.

Mandated settlement has also severed Tibetan nomads’
intimate connection with their animals and the environ-
ment, and rendereduseless their generational knowledgeof
animal andgrasslandmanagement. Ina2007HumanRights
Watch report on the permanent settlement of nomads in
Tibet, a Tibetan assessed the impact of this scheme on the
nomadicway of life that has beenpracticed on theTibetan
plateau for 5,000 years:

They are destroying our Tibetan (herding)
communities by not letting us live in our area and
thus wiping out our livelihood completely, making it
difficult for us to survive in this world, as we have
been (herders) for generations. The Chinese are not
letting us carry on our occupation and forcing us to live
in Chinese-built towns, which will leave us with no
livestock and won’t be able to do any other work.212

In December 2010 the UN Special Rapporteur on the
Right to Food, Olivier De Schutter, called on the Chinese
authorities to reassess their nomad removal policies in light
of thenegative consequences on thepastoral populations,213

a position included as a recommendation to the Chinese
government in his final report to the 19th Session of the
Human Rights Council (February–March 2012).214
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The most controversial aspect of the new phase of imple-
mentation is the effort to removepastoralists from the land
entirely, turning them intowhat the government and state
media call ‘ecological migrants’ (Chinese: shengtai yimin)
or ‘ecological refugees.’215 In 2005, the authorities an-
nounced that 700,000 pastoralists had been settled under
this rubricwith a goal to settle 1,300,000by 2013, including
by removing the entirenomadicpopulationof certain areas
for a decade or even permanently. One area designated
for complete depopulation is the Source of Three Rivers
(Chinese: Sanjiangyuan) that constitutes 50 percent of
Qinghai Province, including all or part of four Tibetan
Autonomous Prefectures and the Haixi Mongolian and
Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture. Some 90 percent of the
area’s population of 600,000 is Tibetan. In one case inQing-
hai, 2,000 nomad households from various counties were
forced to settle at an abandoned prison site knownas Tang
Karma, where there was no drinking water or electricity.
One of the settled nomads interviewed by Human Rights
Watch for its 2007 report described the nomad settlement
project:

According to the Chinese government, they talk
about the need to cultivate farmland there. But Tang
Karma is a desert where there is no electricity [or]
drinking water, so it is hard to grow grain well. No[t]
only that, those herders also don’t have any experience
of cultivating fields and growing crops . . . No new
houses have been built, they have just put new doors
and windows in the old prison buildings. The
government made a lot of publicity about bringing
electricity and water facilities but those who moved
there say there is no such facility. The government talks
about providing food subsidy eventually, but so far
they got nothing. . .216

Nomad removal and relocations are also taking place to
make way for large-scale infrastructure projects such as
dams, mining and other resource extraction, and infra-
structure construction. Some environmentalists blame this
approach, together with climate change, for continued
grassland degradation, noting that the removal of Tibetan
nomads has done little to reverse or ameliorate grassland
degradation concerns.217 One of the Party’smost important

infrastructure projects in Tibet is the Golmud-Lhasa rail
line. The world’s highest railroad, traversing the Tibetan
plateau, the line is an essential link in transportationplans
to integrate TibetwithChina. The area ofQinghai province
that it traverses has one of the highest levels of nomad set-
tlement inTibet.218 The railroad is also an essential element
in the plan to scale up and intensify animal husbandry:
transporting animals to feedlot fattening pens, then on to
slaughterhouses.219 Construction of the Lhasa-Xining
Highway, another major project, was done “without an
environmental impact assessment or any environment
protection plan” and resulted in “the destruction of the
vegetative mat on the route of the highway, the adjacent
vegetativematswere damaged as the soilwas scrapedup to
build the road.”220

Loss of traditional livelihoods has forced the nomads to
seek other sources of income for which they either lack
skills or opportunities. TheChinese government generally
makes nomads a one-timepayment for their livestock, and
sometimes a stipend for a fixedperiod, andprovides houses
in ‘socialist villages’ with other families. The nomads are
leftwithout job prospects or steady sources of income, and
are thrust into a newenvironmentwhere everythingmust
be purchasedwithmoney they do not have. Lacking skills
and opportunities for other regular employment, they re-
sort to collecting and selling yartsa gunbuor caterpillar fun-
gus, a root that is in high demand for Chinese traditional
medicine and canbe sold at veryhighmarket value.During
the summer almost the entire population innomadic areas
now scours the grasslands for this plant.221 In some areas,
local leaders issue passbooks that allow people to collect
the root and then officials act asmiddlemen in selling it to
make huge profits. There also have been cases of violent,
even fatal, conflicts over trading as the fungus has become
scarcer andmore people are reliant on it for income. In one
July 2007 incident, eight people reportedly were shot to
death and 50wounded in one such conflict.222

The commoditization of livestockhas also produced other
assaults on nomads’ traditional values and religious senti-
ments. In addition to the use of yak sperm banks to pro-
motemore and larger animals, the Chinese government is
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building slaughterhouses in pastoral areas and setting quo-
tas for each household to provide animals to these
houses.223 Herders are punished by local officials for failure
to comply with the order to slaughter animals. In Sershul
County inKardze in easternTibet, residents petitioned the
local authorities against the buildingof a slaughterhouse in
their locality.When the government rejected the petition,
some monks and laypeople affiliated with Bumnyak
Monastery wrote an appeal: “there is no greater harm to
Buddhist religion than this. Even if we don’t protect living
creatures, slaughtering themwithoutmercy is against Bud-
dhism. This is the heartfelt wish of the people.”224 The offi-
cial responsewas to detain the three peoplewho submitted
the appeal for eight months, fine them 10,000 RMB (US
$1,574) each and place them under a form of residential
surveillance. One of the threewhowas amonkwas ejected
fromhismonastery.

Religious leaders in other communities have also report-
edly protested against constructionof slaughterhouses. The
most dramatic incident involved aprivately owned slaugh-
terhouse built inDergeCounty in 2004. After local herders
cameunder pressure fromofficials to sell their livestock to
the facility, and experienced a dramatic increase in theft of
their herds, a group of 300 herders set fire to the slaughter-
house. According to eyewitness accounts, several dozen
people were initially detained, but most were released.
Those kept in custodywere beaten to the point that at least
one was hospitalized in Kardze. Following the incident at
least fivemen remained in custody—their current where-
abouts andwell-being is unknown.225

One fundamental problem cited by academic experts and
Tibetans is the Chinese government’s failure to acknowl-
edge and understand thewisdom and sophistication of Ti-
betans’ traditional livestock management, which has
allowed nomads to thrive for centuries.WuNing, a range-
land expert at theChengdu Institute of Biologynotes: “Sim-
ply focusing on pasture or livestock development
fundamentally ignores the tight linkages between culture
and the land.”226 Nomads are the objects of the current pol-
icy,which is driven fromBeijing. TheChinese government
has little or no experience in pastoral production beyond
a simplistic and riskypolicy of reliance onoverstocking fol-

lowed by destruction in order to facilitate commoditiza-
tion.

Traditionally, Tibetan nomads were regarded as the natu-
rallywell off. They, likemost Tibetans, engaged in religious
activities by patronizing monks and lamas for teachings,
and were generous in their offerings to the monasteries.
However, as the forced settlement has driven them into
poverty anddesperation, social linkages have brokendown
and traditional values abandoned in the face of immediate
and urgent needs to survive. According to Daniel Miller, a
premier rangeland ecologist who has spent decades study-
ing the Tibetan grasslands:

[C]urrent policies and plans to settle Tibetan nomads
goes [sic] against state-of-the-art information and
analyses for livestock production in pastoral areas.
This body of scientific knowledge champions the
mobility of nomads’ herds as a way to sustain the
grazing lands and nomads’ livelihoods. . . Certainly
nomads need to be more involved in any process that
attempts to transform their production system.227

The new 12th Five-Year Plan that was announced inMarch
2011 sets 2013 as the year bywhich the campaign to settle
all Tibetan nomads should be completed. As environmen-
tal policy expert Gabriel Lafitte has commented:

This amounts to a policy of parking productive
people in slums, where a lack of the skills needed for
the modern workforce leaves them poor, redundant,
dependent and vulnerable to meaninglessness,
alcoholism, and violence. This is hardly ‘putting people
first,’—the slogan of the new central plan. Nor does
it respect the political rights that China’s constitution
and the rule of law guarantee to Tibetans.228
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Ecocide

In addition and related to its punitive impact onTibetan culture, China’smodel of economic development is also
destroying the fragile and unique Tibetan environment without regard for the impact of that development on
thosewho live there. In describing the environmental situation in Tibet, some scholars and activists have begun
to use the term ‘ecocide.’

According to the scholar JaredDiamond, ‘ecocide’ refers to the “willful destructionof thenatural environment and
ecosystems, through (a) pollution and other forms of environmental degradation; and (b) military efforts to
undermine apopulation’s sustainability andmeans of subsistence.”229 Recent examples of ecocide include Saddam
Hussein’s campaign against theMarsh Arabs in Iraq and the intentional deforestation of the Amazon.

Various aspects of Tibetan culture are intimately linked to the topography and climate of the Tibetan plateau.
These include not only the yak-centered nomadic pastoralism of the Tibetan drokpa or nomad, the style and
mechanics of Tibetan architecture and textiles, and the barley-centered diet of Tibetans, but also the pre-Buddhist
Bon practice of imbuing various geographic features with spiritual qualities or inhabitation that was imported
into early Buddhismby Padmasambhava. Tibetans have lived in harmonywith their particular environment for
thousands of years, and consider the Tibetan plateau to be a cherished place that has provided themwith every-
thing necessary for their society to survive and thrive—the antithesis of the Chinese view that the harsh and
forbidding Tibetan climate is something to be conquered or endured.230

China’smodel of economic development haswreakedhavoc onTibet’s fragile environment. The environmental
damage inTibet includes: destructionof grasslands; deforestation,mostly fromclear-cutting of forests; destruction
of biodiversity of flora and fauna due to loss of habitat and trade—legal and illegal—in rare Tibetan plants and
animals; unsafe dumping of nuclear and other hazardous waste; damming and pollution of rivers and lakes;
and terrain destroyed by unregulated large and small-scale mining and heavy industry. There has also been
uncontrolled population growth in areas with limited carrying capacity. While some environmental damage,
such as glacial retreat, has been ascribed to global climate change, much of it is directly attributable to irrespon-
sible development practices employed byChina since 1949—especially the concept of Tibet as a barely inhabited
wasteland that prominently features in Chinese Communist Party discourse dating back to before the invasion.
As one of the leading political and economic actors in Tibet, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has been a key
player in facilitating and benefiting from irresponsible environmental practices throughout the plateau.

The environmental costs of China’s behavior in Tibet are not just borne by the Tibetans, however. Dust and sand
storms, as well as flooding and rivers that have dried up throughout central and eastern China, are directly
attributable to environmental damage in Tibet. Likewise, the headwaters of many of Asia’s most important
rivers—theYarlung Tsangpo or Brahmaputra, theGyalmo Ngulchu or Salween, theDzachu orMekong, theDrichu
or Yangtze, and theMachu or Yellow—are found on the Tibetan plateau. The retreat of glaciers in Tibet—often
referred to as the Earth’s ‘third pole’—has a global impact, as theyhavehistorically represented one of theworld’s
most critical carbon sinks. Now, retreat of the permafrost threatens to turn the Tibetan plateau into a massive
new source of carbon emissions.231

(continued on next page)
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iii. Population Influx

Having lost control over their traditional lands andway of
life, Tibetans have increasingly lost their place in the local
economy to Chinese settlers streaming into Tibet to take
advantage of its heavily subsidized economic boom. The
Chinese party-state’s development plans and infrastructure
projects are urban-centric, and financing is channeled in
suchaway thatTibetans find it profoundly difficult to com-
pete with Chinese migrants. Migrants arrive with built-
in linguistic, social, educational, financial and cultural
advantages that facilitate integration into theChinese state-
building project in Tibet. As Andrew Fischer, a develop-
ment economist who specializes in Tibet, notes, “this

situation arises precisely because of who controls the sub-
sidies and investments and where the money is spent.”235

While theparty-state is no longermandating the transfer of
population into Tibetan areas, it continues to provide
ample structural and policy incentives that encourage the
same effect.

The fertile Tibetan areas outside of the TAR historically
have thehighest concentration ofChinesemigrants. These
territories include the parts of Amdo that have been incor-
porated into the Chinese province of Qinghai, and a sub-
stantial portion of Kham that is administered as part of
Sichuanprovince. Ashistoric borderlands, these areas have
always been amosaic of population.Over the past 60 years,

(continued from pervious page)

While someChinese environmentalists andpolicymakers have recognized the threat toChinese interests aswell
as the global environment from thewholesale destructionof theTibetan environment, these concernshave so far
failed to demonstrably change the trajectory of the Chinese economic and population policies for Tibet. To the
contrary, Tibetanswhohave tried to address these issues throughcommunity activismor even changing their own
personal behavior have found themselves subject to official harassment andworse. In 2006,when theDalai Lama
called on Tibetans to stop wearing fur pelts as part of their traditional attire because of concerns about the
extinction of large animals on the Tibetan plateau, the Chinese government forced Tibetans to wear fur at
festivals or face fines of 3,000 RMB (approximately US$450).232 In June 2010, three brothers who founded a
Tibetan environmental NGO were sentenced to prison after they apparently angered a local police chief by
demanding that he stop hunting endangered species in awildlife preserve in Tibet. In 2006, the Chinese govern-
menthadhonored one of the three, a prominent TibetanbusinessmannamedKarmaSamdrup, as ‘philanthropist
of the year’ for his environmental preservation efforts. Samdrup’s lawyer claimed the 2010 trialwas fraughtwith
irregularities, and that his client had been drugged andbeaten in prison. Samdrupwas sentenced to 15 years, and
when he appeared at his trial his appearance, demeanor and statements supported reports that he had been
tortured in detention. 233

A Tibetan professional who lives in Chengdu, but travels throughout the plateau for his work said it was his
sense that, rather than becomingmore aware of the need to protect Tibet’s fragile environment, Chinese policy
imperatives were driving an ever more aggressive approach to resource extraction. He described the damage
being done to the Tibetan environment as an irretrievable loss of Tibetan cultural heritage, saying:

If the Chinese were to destroy the Potala Palace or once again tear down all the monasteries in Tibet,
we would be sad but these were things that were built by men, and Tibetans could build them again. It may
take a long time and some hardship but it could be done. On the other hand, once you destroy our precious
mountains or rivers—things that were not made by men—we cannot rebuild those. They are gone forever.234
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however, the Chinese population has steadily grown and
shiftedwestward. In the 2000Chinese census, the total pop-
ulation of all designatedTibetan autonomous areaswas 7.3
million, of whom 5million were Tibetan. These numbers
did not include themilitary or floating non-Tibetan popu-
lation, however, and the actual population mix is likely
more skewed toward non-Tibetans.

Population transfer and resource extraction has been
expedited with the completion of the Golmud-Lhasa rail-
way line in 2006,which transported 1.5millionpassengers
intoTibet in that year alone.236 The railwayhas alreadyhad
a dramatic impact on the lives of Tibetans and on Tibetan
lands. As the ‘centerpiece’ and most visible symbol of the
WDP, it has accelerated the influx of Chinese onto the
plateau, exacerbated the economic marginalization of
Tibetans, and threatens Tibet’s fragile high-altitude envi-
ronment.237

Director of the Tibet Autonomous Regional Development
andReformCommittee Jin Shixun stated that about 40per-
cent of the passengers were tourists, 30 percent business
people and the rest students, transientworkers, traders and
people visiting relatives in Tibet.238 In 2006 alone, a total of
2.51 million tourists visited the TAR, almost matching its
reported 2.7 million Tibetan residents, and this figure is
expected to continue to increase.Suchmassmigration after
railroad construction follows a pattern seen after the com-
pletion of the railroad to Hohhot, the capital city of Inner
Mongolia in 1911. By 1949Chinese outnumbered theMon-
golians 11 to one. Tibetans describe the rail-borne influx of
Chinese as a “second invasion of Tibet.”239 Another Tibetan
has described the impact of population transfer through
the xiafang campaign, the railroad, and the Western De-
velopment Plan as a “period of emergency” for Tibetans.240

The huge influx of Chinese settlers into Tibet has not only
taken advantage of the jobs directly created from state-led
infrastructure and industrialization projects, but has also
aggressively moved into the tertiary economy such as
restaurants and other small businesses, as well as most of
the additional administrative government jobs. They often
obtain jobs through informal networks of connections, or
guanxi, with officials and construction firms that put
Tibetans at an immediate disadvantage. Chinesemigrants

alsohave access tonetworks of financing and suppliers that
are largely unavailable to Tibetans. Chinese-run tertiary
enterprises have exploded to meet the needs of the grow-
ingChinese community—helping to replicate elements of
Chinese urban life for the benefit of the Chinese commu-
nity. In his bookWritten in Blood, the detained Tibetan
author Tashi Rabten wrote: “Each year the number of
‘tourists’ [from China] increases. . .and there are clear signs
that a huge number of them are preparing themselves to
settle in Tibet.”241This radical change in the demographic
make-up of the administrative and economic infrastruc-
ture around them forces Tibetans to adjust to the cultural
influence of this “new majority” at the cost of Tibetan
identity and culture.

With superior access to capital and other structural eco-
nomic advantages, Chinese migrants have also been able
to move into areas of traditional Tibetan economic life.
In his essayTibet through Chinese Eyes, PeterHesslerwrote:

In Tibet, Sichuanese have helped themselves to
a large chunk of the economy. This was clear from the
moment I arrived at the Lhasa airport, where thirteen
of the sixteen restaurants bordering the entrance
advertised Sichuan food. One was Tibetan. Virtually
all small business in Lhasa follows this pattern;
everywhere I saw Sichuan restaurants and shops.
Locals told that 80 percent of Lhasa’s Han were
Sichuanese. . . In front of the Jokhang, the holiest temple
in Tibet, rows of stalls sell khataks, the ceremonial
scarves that pilgrims use as offerings. It’s a job one
would expect to see filled by Tibetans [but] all the stalls
were run by Sichuanese. . . There were more than 200
of them—relatives, friends of relatives, relatives of
friends—and they had completely filled that niche.242

BecauseChinesemigrants tend tobe concentrated inurban
and peri-urban settings, their presence often feels even
larger than the absolute numberswould suggest. This per-
ception of ethnic ‘swamping’ is further reinforced because
they carry with them the culture of the dominant power,
theChinese party-state, and in someways serve as an echo
chamber for theparty’smessaging andpriorities. In order to
accommodate this influx of Chinese settlers in Tibet, the
Chinese government has initiatedmassive construction of
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“rows upon rows of Chinese barrack-style housing” that
has fundamentally altered the appearanceofTibetan towns,
and which the authorities refer to as “a new highland city
withnational characteristics.”243 These uniform structures
have appeared in most Tibetan towns and cities and
are predominantly populated by fresh Chinese migrant
workers and settlers.

The Tibetans’ awareness of the sheer numbers and seem-
ingly endless potential forChinesemigration reinforces an
apocalyptic view that there are few things several million
Tibetans can do to stop or even slow down this demo-
graphic onslaught. A report by a group of Chinese human
rights lawyers on the March 2008 Tibetan protests found
that a leading cause of the anti-Chinese violence that
occurred in Lhasa was Tibetans’ growing resentment as a
result of these dynamics, particularly the “relentless trend
of growing disparities” between Tibetan areas and Han
areas and between urban and rural areas amid the process
of rapidmodernization andmarketization.244

The influx of a hugenumber of Chinesemigrants, all chas-
ing the flood of state-led investment in Tibet, is eroding
Tibetan cultural values and Tibet’s environment. In the
view ofmany Tibetans, and evenChinese scholars such as
Wang Lixiong, these changes are mostly for the worse.245

Many Chinese migrants have also adopted the same
condescending attitude toward the Tibetans, as has the
Chinese party-state in their daily interactions with them.
As LhasangTsering, a Tibetanwriter and activist, said: “I do
not see that we have long before we reach the point of no
return. I am not saying all Tibetans are going to disappear
but by then there will be somany Chinese in Tibet, it will
be no longer realistic for the Tibetan people to regain a
Tibet for Tibetans.Whathashappened to theNativeAmer-
icans, to the native Australians, is happening in Tibet.”246

For successive generations of ChineseCommunist leaders,
Tibet policy has been animated bywhat can only be called
an imperial project: the heroic effort to bring civilization
andmodernity to awild, backward landby incorporating it
into themotherland. At various times, this civilizing drive
wasmanifestedby a focuson trying to improve thematerial
condition of the Tibetans as a particular group, even if this
meant assimilation and loss of their ownculture.Over time,

however, the dominant policyhas been shifting steadily to-
ward a more exploitative colonization and an intentional
targeting of culture as an obstacle to effective exploitation.
Thepolicies of thepast decade, carrying forward to thepres-
ent context, have coupled theCCP’s imperial compulsions
in Tibet with the insatiable needs of the fast-growing Chi-
nese economy. China’s galloping demand for energy, fuel
and water, its increased capacity to physically control the
Tibetan space and the political economy of bureaucratic
capitalism, have subtly shifted the emphasis of policy away
fromefforts to ‘help Tibetans catchup’ towards a drive put
the resources of Tibet in the service of the Chinese econ-
omy regardless of the consequences to those living there.
The devastating impact of this change in attitude toward
Tibet is felt as Tibetans, unable to compete with more
skilled, better connected, linguistically and culturally fluent
Chinese settlers, are increasingly marginalized by the po-
litical and economic forces buffeting the roof of theworld.

Threats to Tibetan
Intellectual Life

In January 2010, the ChineseMinistry of Education issued
a notice instructing all schools nationwide to organize
events during the Spring Festival, the week-long Chinese
New Year holiday, in which students would ‘wish the
beloved motherland a happy and prosperous new year’
by engaging in ancestor worship of the Yan and Huang
emperors, considered the earliest antecedents of the Han
people. In noting this seemingly obscure announcement,
the TibetanwriterWoeser trenchantly observed:

The essence of this ‘congratulating the motherland’
event is absolutely trivial: first, praise the magnificent
native soil; second, praise the legendary early ancestors,
Yan and Huang Emperors; third, praise the past
dynasties’ outstanding figures; fourth, praise the
revolutionary martyrs; fifth, praise all exemplary
heroes; sixth, praise the millions of common people. . .

It is a shame that the more and more fascist China is
brandishing the principles of nationalism and patriotism
like two sharp swords, and is even abandoning the
pretentious opposition to ‘Han Chauvinism’ during the
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Mao era. It is simply going to assimilate the various
‘minority nationalities’ under its control, and speed up
the pace of the assimilation. One year ago, the Chinese
Premier promulgated the decree that the traditional
Chinese festivals, including the Qingming Festival,
the Dragon Boat Festival and the Mid-Autumn Festival,
were to be turned into official national holidays by
law, requesting the country’s 56 nationalities to celebrate
those three Han festivals on exactly those three days,
thus, turning them into ‘faces of China’ just like the
Han.Furthermore, today, they simply start with the
‘babies in the cradle,’ who have their own minority
cultural background and inheritance. Since childhood,
when they are just like a blank piece of paper, they
are forcefully tainted by such ritualized events as
‘wishing the beloved motherland a happy and
prosperous new year’ thus applying a type of
‘Chinese quality’ that is specific to totalitarianism.247

This process thatWoeser describes, of imposing a ‘Chinese
quality’ on Tibetans through the process of education and
acculturation, is emblematic of efforts to exploit even the
most banal events to undermine the cultural core in Tibet
and replace it with something designed and approved by
the party-state. As Tibetans see their culture appropriated
and remade into something unrecognizable, they face
unpalatable choices of accommodation—and its attendant
dilution of their culture—or resistance.

This sectionof the report explores currentChinese attitudes
and policies toward education and Tibetan language, as
well as the ongoing crackdown against Tibetan intellectu-
als. TheChinese approach to education, Tibetan language,
andTibetan intellectual life provides vivid examples of the
party-state’s intent of reducing Tibetan culture to a super-
ficial museum version that supports China’s political and
historical narrative, rather than a living, organically evolv-
ing culture controlled by the Tibetan people. The party-
state’s approach to the intellectual life of Tibetans—
education, language, literature and other forms of popular
cultural expression—has evolved over the decades to the
present doctrine that emphasizes loyalty to the state and
acceptance of state-defined, rather than self-determined,
minority cultures. The party-state’s increasingly harsh
response in designating virtually all forms of organic

Tibetan cultural expression as tantamount to ‘splittism,’
and the resulting crackdownonTibetan artists,writers and
other intellectuals, has intensified the cultural insecurity
of all Tibetans. The clearly articulated desire for cultural
integrity from some of the best educated, most ostensibly
assimilated urban Tibetans—those whom the Party
expected to serve as its vanguard on the cultural front—
has been a serious setback to the Party’s ambitions. Instead
ofwonderingwhy, after gaining a complete understanding
of it, these individuals have rejected the ethos of China’s
assimilationist project, the Partyhas lashedout at themand
moved closer toward a viewof theTibetans as irremediable.

i. Exclusion through Education
and Language

The party-state has always seen education as a critical ele-
ment of its civilizing project in Tibet, and disturbing new
trendshavedevelopedover thepast decade. There is a grow-
ing indication thatChinese policymakers have determined
that the state need not provide Tibetan children anything
beyond basic Chinese language skills and sufficient politi-
cal indoctrination to cure them of any ‘separatist’ ideas.
Related to this is the use of schools as a controlmechanism
—to separate children fromTibetan Buddhism and indoc-
trinate them with the dominant culture, and to coerce
their parents into cooperation. Finally, there is a growing
popular Chinese sense of grievance at the ‘advantages’—
including test score and grade inflation, and reserved slots
at university—given to ‘ungrateful’minorities in the area of
educational attainment.

According to a 2003 report by theUNSpecial Rapporteur on
Education, the People’s Republic of China spent only half
the internationally recommended proportion of GDP on
education.248 In 2005, the TAR, Qinghai, andGansu—all of
which have large Tibetan populations—had the highest
overall illiteracy rates of all PRC provinces. The national
average is 10.3 percent while the illiteracy rate in the TAR
is 44 percent. The quality of teachers and standard of
education in Tibetan areas continues to be low, and the
childrenofnomads and farmershavedifficulty inobtaining
access to education. The party-state has struggled to meet
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the goal of providing nine years of compulsory education
throughout Tibet. The difficulty of finding qualified teach-
erswilling to teach in rural Tibetan schools, continued fees
that place school out of reach, and structural barriers to
access for nomadic families have been broadly identified
as major obstacles to implementation of compulsory
primary education.249

The educational opportunities that do exist forTibetan chil-
dren are shaped by ideological views that deny the value
of Tibetan character, identity or cultural content. A report
byHumanRights inChina titledChina: Minority Exclusion,
Marginalization and Rising Tensions notes that Tibetan chil-
dren are “subjected to an educational systemsystematically
designed to deny them the opportunity and ability to learn
their own histories and languages” and “to indoctrinate
children and instill a sense of inferiority regardingTibetan
culture, religion and language relative to Chinese cul-
ture.”250 Tibetan children have experienced corporal pun-
ishment, ridicule and abuse forwearing traditional clothes
or singing traditional songs in class.251 Children arenot per-
mitted to engage in any religious activity, and those who
are taken to monasteries on their own time have been
threatened with expulsion from school. Reporting from a
July 2010 Chinese government organized trip to Tibet,
the New York Times described a new secondary school in
Shigatse built by the Shanghai city government:

A portrait of Mao hangs in the lobby. All classes
are taught in Mandarin Chinese, except for Tibetan
language classes. Critics of the government’s minority
policies say the education system in Tibet is destroying
Tibetans’ fluency in their own language, but officials
insist that students need to master Chinese to be
competitive. Some students accept that.

‘My favorite class is Tibetan because we speak Tibetan
at home,’ said Gesang Danda, 13. ‘But our country’s
mother tongue is Chinese, so we study in Chinese.’

On a blackboard in one classroom, someone had
drawn in chalk a red flag with a hammer and sickle.
Written next to it was a slogan in Chinese and Tibetan:
‘Without the Communist Party, there would be no
new China, and certainly no new Tibet.’ 252

Another controversial practice is the sending of select
Tibetan children to China for secondary education.While
this is a long-standing practice, it was previously common
only for the childrenofTibetan cadres.Now,however, other
Tibetan children are included in the seven-year program,
inwhich they are sent to Beijing or otherChinese cities and
permitted only one trip home. “The program has a num-
ber of side effectswhich are likely to [create] a negative im-
pact. . . [and] implications for the development of Tibetan
language and culture. . .Furthermore, since these [Chinese]
teachers donot speakTibetan (manyof themare unable to
speak even standardChinese, putonghua), additional learn-
ing difficulties are created for Tibetan students.”253

Among the most worrying recent findings on the state of
Tibetan education are those of TheOpenConstitutionCen-
ter or Gongmeng, an NGO founded by leading Chinese
weiquan or rights lawyers. Gongmeng undertook a major
study after the 2008 protests to investigate the underlying
causes of Tibetan anger and resentment toward China. Its
findings on education were deeply unsettling. According
to 2007 statistics, “the average termof education inTibetan
areas is less than four years, and thehigh-school enrolment
rate is extremely low” and “Amajority of adults at the grass-
roots are illiterate.”254 The Gongmeng report particularly
highlighted the weaknesses in Tibetan language and his-
tory instruction as problematic:

[I]n the course of our survey students and teachers
broadly reflected that the largest shortfall of teachers in
Tibetan areas today is in Tibetan language teachers.
And furthermore, in interviews with a dozen or so
elementary school students, when asked what was the
most difficult subject to study, they all responded
‘Tibetan’ and the easiest to study was ‘Chinese.’
Even though they could speak Tibetan, there were
however extremely few teachers who could undertake
the teaching of Tibetan, and give in-depth explanations
of the Tibetan language to the students.

Secondly, there is a lack of systematic knowledge
about their own nationalities’ [sic] history.. . In the course
of our survey, we learned that [in] current teaching
materials in middle and elementary schools in Tibetan
areas that there is an extreme lack of historical content
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about the Tibetan nationality themselves, not to mention
any kind of systematic study of Tibetan history.
Professor Awang Jinmei [Tibetan: Ngawang Jigme]
from Tibet University said that some university students
in the Fine Arts Department could make immaculate
copies of Thanka paintings, but if they are asked what
they have painted, they are unable to answer, they don’t
know who these people in the paintings are, nor what
is the historical allegory. Wei, the teaching support at
the Tibet Higher Teaching Training College, said that
when he told students in class about the Heavenly
Branches and Earthly Stems in Han culture, the students
were very interested. When he’d finished, he asked if
any of the students could tell him about the Tibetan
calendar, and there wasn’t a single student in the entire
class who could explain the Tibetan calendar to him.
The Tibetan translations of teaching materials from the
interior which are used by students in Tibetan areas
do not have separate syllabuses on Tibetan history
and culture, which has led to a desensitizing to the
transmission of culture and an increase in the numbers
of Tibetans who have no interest in their nationalities’
history, and it is extremely difficult to find any youths
who have a thorough understanding of their history
and culture.255

The strong desire of Tibetans to ensure that their children
maintain their language and receive a culturally appropri-
ate education in addition to amaterially useful one, has led
them to adopt a variety of adaptive strategies. In Lithang,
the local community has started a private initiative to
encourage youngpeople to studyTibetan. In July 2011, pho-
tos from an awards ceremony were posted online. They
show students aged 10-18 receiving khatag and certificates
frommonks and local leaders, honoring them for their pro-
ficiency inTibetan language andhistory.256 In other places,
Tibetan families paymonasteries amodest amount to teach
basic Tibetan language skills to their children.

The lack of quality Tibetan language educational opportu-
nities in Tibet has also driven both students andparents to
take more drastic action. When Qinghai authorities
attempted to curtail Tibetan language instruction in
schools in 2010, there were large protests by Tibetan
students and teachers. Thousands of students marched

peacefully through the streets of Rebkong, subsequently
followedby large protests in theTibetan towns ofChabcha
and Tawo. Tibetan students at the Minzu (Nationalities)
University ofChina inBeijing alsoprotested the sameweek.
In Qinghai, the students were careful in their approach,
deliberately avoiding the use of iconography in banners
that could be construed as ‘political,’ such as images of the
Dalai Lamaor theTibetannational flag. They also sought to
discourage monks from joining the protests to avoid an
extreme response from the authorities and articulated their
concerns in the context of existing Chinese policies and
measures.Hundreds of Tibetan teachers signed apetition in
support of the student protests, demanding that the
authorities respect the rights ofminorities to use andprop-
agate their language.257 In March 2012, middle school stu-
dents in Qinghai renewed their protests over new policies
regarding themediumof instruction after they reportedly
returned from the spring holidays to find new Chinese-
language textbooks. BetweenMarch 4 and 14, 2012, thou-
sands of students reportedly engaged in this series of
protests inRebkong, Tsekhog andKangtsa counties.258 Also
in March 2012, Tsering Kyi, a 19-year-old student at the
MachuTibetanMiddle School (inKanlhoTibetanAutono-
mous Prefecture, Gansuprovince), became the 24th Tibetan
to self-immolate since 2009. Her school had been a hotbed
of protests in 2010, leading to the firing of a popular head-
master and the detention of two teachers.259

Thousands of Tibetanparents of school-aged childrenhave
made the heart-wrenching decision to send their children
out of Tibet to India where Tibetan schools provide an ed-
ucationwithin theTibetan cultural context. Thenumber of
Tibetan children making the dangerous crossing through
thehighpasses of theHimalayas eachyearhas reachedwell
into the hundreds, although the fortification of the Tibet-
Nepal borderwith Chinese security forces in 2008 has had
a significant impact on the overall refugee flow from
Tibet.260

TheGongmeng report specifically highlighted the threat to
Tibetan language as a key driver of frustration in Tibet:

The importance of language for transmitting a
nationality’s culture goes without saying, and there
are many in the Tibetan language teaching elite
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expressing concern about the current status quo. As the
ethnic studies scholar Professor Ma Rong has written,
‘The formal texts of a people’s history, and the recalling
for later generations of the people’s own epic poems of
heroism, a people’s astronomy, mathematics, medicine,
architecture, literature and agronomy this collection
of knowledge and culture is all recorded in that people’s
written language. It is therefore a catalyst for that
people’s traditions and culture, entrusting and
manifesting the deep emotions that a people’s elite
groupings and broad masses ha[ve] for their history
and culture. A people’s language becomes an emblem of
that people’s culture. And therefore the future prospects
of a people’s language and script often receives a great
deal of attention from that people’s leadership figures,
elite groupings and broad masses, who consider that
the language and the future development prospects
for that people are very closely connected.’ 261

While Chinese law requires cadres working in Tibet to
learnTibetan and government business inTibetan areas to
be conducted in the local language, these requirements are
widely ignored andMandarin continues to occupy thepriv-
ileged position. Tashi Rabten described an incident that
tookplacewhenhewas a student atNorthwestUniversity
for Nationalities in Lanzhou in 2008. He and a friend put
upnotices about a book salewritten inTibetan on the cam-
pus walls and near the dormitories. Later they found out
that all their noticeswere takendownwhile similar notices
written in Chinese were left untouched. Hewrites, “I later
found out that it was the government order to not allow
any notices written in Tibetan to be put up. If any notice
written in Tibetan is put up, the school police were given
the authority to take them down.”262

The late Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok, the abbot of LarungGar
Buddhist Institute, wrote before his death:

Actually, the Tibetan language has no value in
present-day Tibet. For instance, if a letter were mailed
with an address written in Tibetan, it wouldn’t reach
its destination even within Tibet, let alone outside.
In case of travels, no matter how literate a person is in
Tibetan, he would not be able to know the bus timing or
read the seat number on his ticket. Even if one has to

look for a hospital or a shop in the county headquarters
or a city, the knowledge of Tibetan is useless. A person
who knows only Tibetan will find it difficult even to
buy daily necessities.

If our language is useless in our own country, where else
will it have any use? If the situation remains like this
much longer, the Tibetan language will become extinct
one day.. . Rare in Tibet are schools where one can study
Tibetan language and culture. . . Moreover, parents
have developed the habit of not sending their children to
school. This is because the primary school teaches
Chinese rather than Tibetan. Even if the students learn
Chinese and graduate from the middle school, there is no
employment scope in Tibet. There is, of course, a slight
opportunity for learning Tibetan. But the parents know
that Tibetan language is useless in day-to-day life.
Therefore, they have no motivation to send children
to school.

In the cities and county headquarters there are serious
cases of people being unable to speak Tibetan, although
both their parents are Tibetans. Many of them have
lost their Tibetan characteristics. Moreover, Tibetan
officials cannot speak pure Tibetan. One-fifth or two-
thirds of the words they use are Chinese. That’s why
ordinary Tibetans can’t understand their speech.263

ii. Attacks on Intellectuals

They have made everyone, be they close or distant,
powerless, helpless and desperate. In daytime, they run
like jackals. At night, they sneak like bandits. Without
warning, they attack chapels and meeting halls in
monasteries and homes and families in towns.

—Tibetan writer Shogdung,
The Division of Heaven and Earth (2009)

The crisis in Tibetan language and education has been
exacerbated by the persecution of Tibetan scholars and
intellectuals through torture, arbitrary arrests, and lengthy
jail sentences. For the first time since the end of the Cul-
tural Revolution in 1976, singers, artists, and writers have
been the target of a drive against Tibetan culture inwhich
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any expression of Tibetan identity in a manner not vali-
dated by the state is labeled ‘splittist’ and viciously sup-
pressed. Since 2008, over 80Tibetan intellectuals have been
either imprisoned, have ‘disappeared’ or faced torture or
harassment. These systematic and sustained assaults stifle
Tibetan language and identity, and they thwart the asser-
tion of Tibet’s distinct civilization and culture based on
creative expression, individual talent and collective voice.
They also signal a growing impatience on the part of the
Chinese party-state with its inability to maintain the
loyalty of those who have arguably benefitted the most
from its self-regarded civilizing project. Unfortunately, the
party-state has not seized this opportunity for reflection on
why these intellectuals are defecting, but rather has opted
to persecute them and deny further opportunities to
others whomight follow in their footsteps.

The present intense crackdownagainst Tibetan intellectu-
als, artists andwriters, particularly butnot exclusively those
working in Tibetan vernacular, is not new. In 2004, the
Tibetan author andpoetWoeser’s book,Notes on Tibet, was
banned by the Chinese authorities and she was dismissed
fromher position as the editor of the Lhasa-based Chinese
language journal Tibetan Literature.264 The authorities
instructed that all herworkinghourswouldhenceforth be
devoted topolitical re-education. Later her blogwashacked
and shut down. Woeser, who now lives in Beijing, has
suffered repeated and sustained harassment since 2004,
including brief detentions, periods of house arrest, travel
restrictions, loss of work, denial of access to information
and communications, heavy surveillance and censorship.265

Since 2008, Woeser has focused on blogging and using
Twitter to communicate her views, but her onlinepresence
has been the subject of continual attacks by Chinese
cyberthugs and regular blocking by official censorship.

Since 2008, Tibetan intellectuals have expressed themselves
in more diverse fashion than before, but almost any
expression of Tibetan cultural identity is now subject to
being construed as ‘splittist’ by Chinese authorities. This
repression takes place on both the level of the absurd—
suchas authorities demandingperformersnot address their
audience as ‘Tibetanbrothers and sisters’ because this greet-
ing is considered subversive to the ‘unity of the nationali-

ties’266—as well as more serious punitive measures.
ICT’sMay 2010 report,A Raging Storm: The Crackdown on
TibetanWriters and Artists after Tibet’s Spring 2008 Protests,
provides detail on the cases ofmore than 50 Tibetanswho
have paid a price for peacefully expressing their views
through the literary or performing arts.These intellectuals
and writers include: Kunchok Tsephel, the founder of the
influential Tibetan literary website, Chodmey (or Butter
Lamp), whowas sentenced to 15 years in prison on charges
of disclosing state secrets;267 Drogru Tsultrim, whowas ac-
cused of sedition and supporting ‘motivations ofDalai sup-
porters’ in his articles andwhoseTibetan-language journal
Khawai Tsesok or Lifeline of the Snow was banned;268

JamyangKyi, awriter and singer, whowas temporarily de-
tained in April 2008;269 Dolma Kyab, the author of Restless
Himalayas, who is believed to be held in Chushul high-
security prisonnear Lhasa;270 KungaTsayang, awriter, pho-
tographer and blogger, whowas sentenced to five years in
jail in a closed-door trial onNovember 12, 2009;271 andTashi
Rabten, the author ofWritten in Blood and the editor of
“Shar Dungri” or “Eastern SnowMountain,” a collection of
essays about the 2008 protests in Tibet, who is serving a
four-year prison sentence.272

The authorities have also targeted Tibetans who work for
international NGOs, which often can serve as an avenue
for training and professional advancement for educated
individuals in developing countries, and have severely
limited the ability of these organizations to work in Tibet.
Tibetan NGO workers are heavily monitored, enduring
interrogations, threats and, in some cases, detention.Nearly
every internationalNGOthathadpreviouslyworked in the
TARhas been forced to leave, with the effort to drive them
out intensifying after theMarch 2008 protests. Those that
remainoftenhave apreponderance ofHan local staffmem-
bers and programmatic agendas that have a high degree of
overlap with those of the authorities.273 A similar squeez-
ing of international organizations—particularly those that
workprimarilywithTibetans—has takenplace inTibetan
autonomous areas ofQinghai, Sichuan,Gansu andYunnan
provinces. Tibetan staff of NGOs that remain working in
these areas report new difficulties in getting travel docu-
ments, andhave been told that theymust quit their jobs in
order to receive passports. They have also reported an
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increased frequency in contacts by security personnel since
2008, including regular questioning andother harassment.

Despite the clear risks, many courageous intellectuals and
artists still dare to challenge theChinese government’s nar-
rative, not only about the events of 2008, but also about
events of amorehistoric nature. RinchenSangpo (Chamdo
Rinzang), the author ofMy Home and Peaceful Liberation
andMy Hometown: Listening Carefully, published two
remarkable books inside Tibet about village life in Amdo
from1958 through theCulturalRevolution. InAugust 2006,
even before the publication of these books, he was first
arrested and tortured by the Chinese authorities, then
released later that year. In July 2009,months after publish-
ing his important works, he was re-arrested. He was tor-
tured so badly in detention that when he was returned to
his family onemonth later, hismental and physical status
was severely altered to the point he “cannot eat, or drink
normove by himself.”274

Another of themost recent and important cases of is that of
the influentialwriter Tagyal, better knownbyhis penname
Shogdung or Morning Conch, who was arrested on April
23, 2010. Shogdung’s case is particularly significant because
he was considered an ‘official’ Tibetan intellectual with
views thatwere close to theChineseparty-state’s.Hewas an
editor at the state-ownedQinghaiNationalities Publishing

House in Xining and author ofmany books and essays, in-
cluding a 1999 article that denounced Tibetan’s profound
attachment to Buddhism as a stumbling block to develop-
ment. But his last book, The Division of Heaven and Earth,
was a scathing indictment of Chinese policies and actions
in Tibet, and the situation following the 2008 protests in
Tibet. In his book, he described the protests as “a sign of the
rediscovery of the consciousness of nationality, culture and
territory” and accuses the authorities of turning Tibet into
“a place of terror” in their aftermath.275 These events ap-
peared to have led to a radical rethinking of Shogdung’s
place in Tibetan society. The book was an immediate un-
derground best seller, despite the fact that it was printed
without official permission. In the weeks before his
arrest, Shogdung had co-signed an open letter—together
with sevenother Tibetan intellectuals—harshly criticizing
the authorities’ handling of the April 14, 2010 earthquake
in Kyegudo (Chinese: Yushu), Qinghai. In October 2010,
Shogdungwas released on bail pending trial and there has
been no further news of his case.276

From the experiences of Tibetan intellectuals, nomads,
monks and nuns, students—Tibetans in every walk of
life—this section has presented an abundant and tragic
record of the process and damaging effects to the Tibetan
people and their culture of ChineseCommunist Party rule
in Tibet.
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T heChineseprocessof imposing thecultural imprint
of the dominant power has created a sense of both
frustration and determination among Tibetans,

both inside and outside Tibet. Tibetans living under Chi-
nese rule today face limited, unhappy choices: acquiesce to
Chinese dominance and lose some essential element of
Tibetan identity; leave Tibet for uncertain exile; or fight
back against the power of theChinese party-state. Tibetans
who choose the path of least resistance may exhibit a
superficial adaptation to the dominant cultural narrative,
masking an ongoing private effort to maintain cultural
integrity. A surprisingnumber of Tibetans are openly fight-
ing back to preserve their culture. Given the swift brutal-
ity withwhich the Chinese authorities go after those who
make this choice, the volume andvariety of acts of cultural
resistance and resilience that Tibetans are engaged in every
day is remarkable.

Among the positive expressions of Tibetan culture are
abstract paintings that employ Tibetan motifs in uncon-
ventional ways; rap songs that celebrate distinct Tibetan
culturalmarkers; new forms of religious organization and
community; films and novels that explore the Tibetan
experience from diverse vantage points; and rinpoches
dispensing the Buddhadharma through 140 character
microblogs. Other attempts to push back on cultural pres-
sure—whether student protests over mother tongue
instruction or the self-immolations of monks and nuns—
have a darker edge and signal the high, potentially danger-
ous levels of anger and frustration among Tibetans.

The contrast between these varied organic expressions of
Tibetan identity and the Chinese government’s efforts to
manage bothTibetan andChinese culture throughdictates
and propaganda is stark. This divergence between Tibetan
self-expression and the Chinese government’s response to
it is particularly relevant to theparty-state’s latest campaign
to ‘strengthenChinese culture’—meaning both the pillars
of culture (as defined by the authorities)withinChina and
the concept of Chinese culture as a ‘brand’ that can be
exported to enhance the ‘soft power’ of the Chinese state.1

The domestic application of this campaign has been redo-

lent of earlier political campaigns, including the Anti-
Spiritual PollutionCampaign and theCultural Revolution,
in its targeting of popular culture deemed coarse or not
sufficiently ‘Chinese,’ and its intention of reinvigorating
censorship of popularmedia, particularly emerging social
media platforms. The international application of this
campaign is focused on elevating theChinese party-state’s
narrative and influence beyond its borders—whether the
topic is theparty-state’s domestic human rights situationor
its perspective on international economic and political
issues. This new initiative comes at an important time, and
serves as yet another strong argument for why it matters
to the international community how China treats the
Tibetan people, given the vast space between the propa-
ganda version of Chinese rule and the ground reality.

Cultural Resilience

Despite and because of the crackdown following the 2008
protests, a newgeneration of Tibetans is developing a vari-
ety of peaceful adaptive strategies to reclaim their heritage
and make their voices heard amidst stifling political
repression. In doing so, they present an increasingly com-
plex challenge to a Chinese Communist Party that has
found itself simultaneously struggling to gain traction in
the cultural arena at home and abroad. In Tibet today,
almost any expression of Tibetan identity can be charac-
terized by China as an attempt to ‘split’ Tibet from China.
But just as Beijing seeks to enforce the narrow values of a
police state across Tibet, a new generation of Tibetans is
broadening the definition of what it means to be Tibetan
and daring to challenge the official state narrative. The
fear insideTibet could be paralyzing—butTibetans are not
paralyzed by it. Knowing that they face torture and
imprisonment, Tibetans still speak out to protect their pre-
cious cultural identity.

Tibetans seem to believe the truths of their religion will
ultimately outlast the Party. As an anonymous Tibetan
scholar has said: “It is now a question of survival—of
whether Tibetan Buddhism can survive current levels of

STRUGGLE FOR CULTURAL SURVIVAL
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repression.”2 Despite decades of official effort toweaken it,
theDalai Lama’s influence is as strong as ever inside Tibet.
Four years on from the protests that swept Tibet inMarch
2008, Tibetans continue to risk their lives to assert their loy-
alty to the Dalai Lama and to call for his return home.
Tibetans in Tibet sometimes utter a simplemantra to visi-
tors from outside: “Listen to him.” Many young Tibetans
also use a phrase in Chinese on their profiles on Chinese
social media sites such as QQ and RenRen that translates
as: “I learn to be strong in waiting for the great teacher to
return fromafar.”3 These are powerful allusions to theDalai
Lama that saymuch about Tibetan solidarity aswell as the
Dalai Lama as a symbol of Tibetan nationhood.

An importantmessage of theprotests anddissent expressed
across Tibet since March 2008 is the desire for the return
of theDalai Lama to Tibet. Tibetans have risked their lives
to assert their loyalty to him. The Tibetan writer and poet
Anjam, who lives in exile in Dharamsala, India, said:

The literature of Tibet has been transformed since
[March] 2008; it has taken on a new direction and is
expressing new dreams. Some Tibetan writers have
also taken on the responsibility of expressing their real
feelings and facts about the situation in Tibet to the
outside world. Many of these Tibetan writers represent
the hearts of the Tibetan people inside Tibet through
their writing. [Referring to several publications] they
[various Tibetan writers in Tibet] speak about the failed
policies of the Chinese government [. . . ] and their
writings strongly express their hopes for the return
of His Holiness to Tibet.

Because [Tibetans inside Tibet] are sacrificing or
risking their lives to write these things, we should
respect the value of their contribution—it can lead to
a real understanding and connection of Tibetan people
inside Tibet and those in exile. This dialogue is
important while His Holiness is alive, but it will take
on even more significance in [the] future. It is very
important that the voices of those Tibetan people who
have risked their lives and expressed the failed policies
of Chinese government should be heard globally.
We should read and reprint their writing whenever
we can.4

In a creative attempt to avoid the official strictures on
monastic life, Tibetan Buddhist teachers have established
unofficialmonastichermitages and religious encampments
in eastern Tibet—known as chogars—that have created a
space for Tibetans to practice Buddhism.5 The Larung and
Yachen Gar encampments are two themost prominent of
these, butmanyothers that are smaller and lesswell known
also exist and attract serious practitioners.

Despite theobvious risks, sinceMarch2008 therehavebeen
within Tibet a large number of unofficial writings about
the protests of that year, usually expressing grief and sad-
ness at the impact of the subsequent crackdown. These
have been published in blogs, articles in one-off or unau-
thorized literary magazines, in books published and dis-
tributed privately, and also in the lyrics of songs sung in
public places, uploadedontoYouTubeor even as cell phone
ring-tones. At the forefront of this resurgence of Tibetan
cultural identity is a new bicultural, bilingual generation
of educatedTibetans familiarwith digital technology,with
Chinese writings and official policies, and often too with
unofficial accounts of Tibetan history that are banned in
China. A common theme of theirwritings is the solidarity
of Tibetans across the plateau and a pride in their distinct
cultural and religious identity. An awareness of thehistoric
upheavals in Tibet from the 1950s and a new sense of
urgency for political change infuse their work.

The writings are often poetic in style, such as the articles
included in Shar Dungri or “Eastern SnowMountain,” a lit-
erary journal thatwas banned as soonas itwaspublished in
Amdo in 2008. The writers of Shar Dungri who are from
the Ngaba area of Sichuan, show extensive knowledge of
Chinese and Tibetan law and policy, and discuss the suf-
ferings of ordinary Chinese people as well as their own
struggles against the state. (English translations of someof
these essays are available in ICT’s 2009 report, A Great
Mountain Burned by Fire: China’s Crackdown in Tibet, avail-
able online at: http://www.savetibet.org/media-center/ict-
press-releases/a-great-mountain-burned-fire-chinas-crackdown
-tibet).

A related feature of the cultural resurgence in Tibet has
been the development of new alliances and understand-
ingswithChinese intellectuals. OnMarch22, 2008, shortly
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after the March 10 outbreak of protests, leading Chinese
intellectuals andwriters releasedapetition that appearedon
several websites in Chinese, entitled “Twelve Suggestions
for Dealingwith the Tibetan Situation.”9 It was significant
that Chinese voices were being raised in response to the
way the Chinese government has handled Tibet policy.
Points in the petition included: “We strongly demand that
the authorities not subject every Tibetan to political inves-

tigation or revenge” and “The government must abide by
the freedom of religious belief and the freedom of speech
explicitly enshrined in the Chinese Constitution.” More
recently, as part of his Hexie Farm series, the underground
Chinese cartoonist Crazy Crab has published several
extremely provocative images honoring the Tibetans
who have self-immolated and mocking the authorities’
ham-fisted response to these tragic events.10

Commoditizing Culture: ‘Disneyfication’ and the
‘Tibet Drifter’ Phenomenon

Tourism to Tibet is rapidly growing and the Chinese authorities see it as a lucrative driver of GDP improvement
in Tibet.While the tourism industry could easily be organized in such away as to support both the preservation
of a vibrant Tibetan culture and sustainable livelihoods for Tibetans, the reality of what is happening in Tibet is
more complicated and less positive. Only some Tibetans have been able to benefit from the influx of tourists,
because the largest cohort of tourists into Tibet is Chinese. The industry that has grown up to service them is
predominantly controlled by other Chinese.While some of this is due to basic cultural preferences andmarket
factors that cater to Chinese tourists, there are aspects of Chinese management of the Tibetan tourism experi-
ence that are deeply problematic from a Tibetan cultural perspective.

One obvious issue is the fact that the official Chinese version of Tibetan history and culture is the one that is
provided to most tourists in Tibet. In the 1980–90s a number of Tibetans who had gone into exile in India and
learned English had trained to be tour guides, and returned to Tibet to take up their profession. In 2003, after
these guides became popular with western tourists in Lhasa and were caught giving a non-official version of
Tibetan history, the Chinese authorities created regulatory barriers that caused them all to face major difficul-
ties and some to lose their jobs.6

Likewise, the regulation of Tibetanmonasteries as tourist destinations is conducted to achieve Chinesematerial
objectives rather than in away that is sensitive to the religious nature of the institutions or their role in Tibetan
culture. Monks now must spend a certain amount of time carrying out work related to tourism rather than
focusing on their studies or other religious activities. Chinese writer Wang Lixiong writes that in Tibet today,
“All famous monasteries have to be transformed into tourist sites, while high-ranking tulkus are utilized as
attractions for commercial investment. . . That is how they became a valuable commodity.”7

In the Songpan area ofNgaba, which serves as a gateway to theUNESCOWorldHeritage Site at ZitsaDegu (Chi-
nese: Jiuzhaigou) and Huanglong, five Bon monasteries along the highway contracted with Chinese business-
men to set themselves up as tourist sites. According to an academic study of this area, the businessmen paid for
renovations to the monasteries and salaries for the monks, and shared a percentage of the revenue from tour
groups. In onemonastery “a designated eldermonkwould don a lama’s robewhenever a bus of tourists arrived,
and the tour guideswould introduce himas ahighly cultivatedTibetan lamawho ‘could go for 365 dayswithout
eating and drinking, and could fly from one mountain peak to another in an instant.’”8 Tibetan practitioners
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TheTibetanwriterWoeser listed details of unofficial books
published in Tibetan areas since the 2008 protests on her
Chinese-language blog, and commented that:

Any one of us could be a statistic. And we could also
be a finer detail, a more robust part of the record.
None of this is going to be over soon, and we must be
clear, meticulous and thorough in presenting the
undeniable and ineradicable truth about those whose
lives disappeared behind the unknown and limitless

dark veil during the blood and fire of 2008. Since then,
there has been a constant stream of books, magazines,
articles and songs in the mother tongue. Tibetan writers
have broken through the silence, [beyond] the terror, and
ever more of them are inspiring ever more Tibetans.14

Early in 2011, there was a unique moment in the history
ofTibetan andChinese engagement. Fromhis Indianhome,
the Dalai Lama held a videoconference with leading Chi-
nese intellectuals in China. Later, he spoke online with

regarded these monasteries as having lost their sanctity. One Tibetan villager noted, “They (the monasteries
participating in tourism) are no longer mysterious and the gods are no longer efficacious. We only go to the
smallermonasteries now.”11Monasteries andTibetanpractitioners also have preserved areas ofmonasteries that
are designated as off-limits to tourists, and havemade some effort to take back control. After the local Religious
Affairs Bureau (RAB) received complaints about the practice of contracting out for tourists, itwas banned in 2002,
but the RAB encouraged monasteries to engage in direct management of their tourist enterprises instead.
Ma Jian, a Chinese author and painter whowidely traveled in Tibet, writes in his book Stick Out Your Tongue:

Tibet was a land whose spiritual heart had been ripped out. Thousands of temples lay in ruins, and the few
monasteries that had survived were damaged and defaced. Most of the monks who’d returned to the monasteries
seemed to have done so for economic rather than spiritual reasons. The temples’ gates were guarded by armed
policemen, and the walls were daubed with slogans instructing the monks to ‘Love the Motherland, love the
Communist Party and study Marxist-Leninism.’ 12

Another phenomenon that has gained traction in recent years is that of middle and upper class urban Chinese
youthwho ‘drop out’ of the high-pressure environment of Chinese society to drift aroundTibet.While the trend
started in the 1980s, it has grown inpopularity in recent years, leading to the coiningof anewChinesephrase zang
piao or ‘Tibet drifter.’While these Chinese youth seem to take a less hostile attitude toward Tibetan culture than
the party-state, some Tibetan observers have questioned whether they are engaged in anything more than a
superficial Orientalism toward Tibet. In a series of blog posts on the phenomenon last year, the Tibetan writer
Woeser expressed her reservations about the zang piao phenomenon, raising serious questions about their
understanding of Tibetan culture:

As for the currently quite popular ‘Tibet Drifters’ and those middle-class inland people who call Tibet a
‘spiritual home,’ it is just like someone commented: those people are in fact quite unfamiliar with the suffering
Tibetans endure; perhaps they are even totally oblivious to suffering. Some ‘Tibet Drifters’ have said to me that
‘Tibet Drifters’ do not specifically have anything to do with Tibet, no matter in which place they ‘drift,’ they are
always the same. But I have encountered those ‘Tibet Drifters’ sitting at the main entrance of Jokhang Temple
laughing, giggling and snuggling up to each other. Cigarettes dangle from their lips; they drink beer and
sunbathe while watching Tibetans prostrating. They gaze and stare and while laughing and giggling, they
also go and prostrate a few times as if it was just some kind of game, just some type of popular amusement.13
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Woeser, who is married to Chinese writer Wang Lixiong
and lives in Beijing. An image on her website shows her
kneeling in front of the computer, weeping, with His
Holiness reaching out both of his hands as if he was going
to take herwhite blessing scarf, draped over the computer
monitor.

Woeser repeatedhiswords onherwebsite, as amessage for
all Tibetans in Tibet. The Dalai Lama told her:

Do not give up, keep going. It is of the utmost
importance that Chinese intellectuals and we Tibetans
tell each other about the real situation, that we
understand each other. Over the past 60 years, the
courage and faith of those of us Tibetans living in Tibet
has been as strong as a rock. People from all over the
world see that there is truth in Tibet. The Chinese are
increasingly aware of this . . . strong and powerful
China is in the process of transformation. You must
remain confident and work even harder.

Themonks and community around LithangMonastery in
eastern Tibet have continued to confront religious repres-
sion through bold expressions of their undiminished
loyalty to the Dalai Lama. Although Lithang has been the
site of severe patriotic education campaigns that required
denunciations of the Dalai Lama, images emerged from
Tibet in August 2011 of an amazing ceremony that took
place amonth earlier. The photos fromLithang showa sea
ofmaroon robes before a vast stage as thousands ofmonks
gather for a religious celebration.A large imageof the exiled
religious leader is at the forefront of the crowd, in a sym-
bolic enthronement on a raised dais draped with white
blessing scarves and against the backdrop of colorful
thangkas.

According to an ICT contact in Dharamsala with connec-
tions to the area, more than 5,000 monks participated in
the 10-day religious ceremony in Lithang. Thiswas report-
edly the fourth such ceremony,with others taking place at
Serta, Dakgo and Dza Sarshue Monasteries, jointly organ-
ized by a committee of khenpos from these and other
monasteries in the area. The ceremony reportedly began
on July 15 in LithangMonastery and involved representa-
tives fromothermonasterieswith historic or religious ties

to Lithang. Many local Tibetan people, including local
officials, also took part the event. On the final night of the
event, when the monks engaged in a major Tibetan
Buddhist tsenpul or philosophical debate, senior figures
associated with Lithang monastery placed a photo of the
Dalai Lamaon a ceremonial dais, alongwith a photo of the
10th Panchen Lama, at the center stage of the event and the
participants offered prayers and khatag to these photos in
the traditionalmanner.

Over the course of the ceremony, there were also report-
edly various campaignsmade by the senior lamas from the
area monasteries on behalf of the preservation of various
aspects of Tibetan culture, including the Tibetan language
—a subject of great importance to the late Khenpo Jigme
Phuntsok. The khenpos gave speeches regarding the unity
of the Tibetan people, with particular emphasis on the
protection and the preservation of Tibetan Buddhism and
religious sites in Tibet. They called on Tibetans to take
responsibility for sparing the lives of animals andmaking
donations to the poor in the name of the “long life of His
Holiness the Dalai Lama.” The ‘Language Protection and
Preservation Association of Lithang Monastery’ set up
regulations for the participants, including requirements
that they dress in Tibetan-style clothing and speakTibetan
inorder toparticipate.AChineseCentral Television (CCTV)
crew reportedly covered the event, wearing the requisite
Tibetan dress.15

In addition to these expressions of religious faith, Tibetan
intellectuals have been asserting their voices to push back
on the narrative that the Chinese state has crafted around
the events ofMarch 2008 and other aspects of Tibetan life.
According to an anonymous Tibetan from Amdo who is
now in exile but who keeps in close contact with intellec-
tuals in the area:

Educated Tibetans inside Tibet recognized the year
of 2008 was a very tragic and dramatic moment of
Tibetan history under occupation, because many
brothers and sisters sacrificed their precious lives for
the freedom of the country and the people . . . Tibetan
people, particularly educated figures, realized it was
impossible to build the space for survival of the Tibetan
cultural identity under Chinese rule politically,
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[through means] such as shouting freedom slogan,
public demonstrations and protests movement in future.
They understood that there would be inevitable bloody
crackdowns and information lockdown, as well as
heavier restrictions, in Tibet if Tibetans continued to
use the methods used in the 2008 uprising.

It is not surprising that Tibetan intellectuals have viewed
Tibetan language and education as ameans of non-violent
resistance and set about finding practical means of pre-
serving their cultural identity through an emphasis on
using the Tibetan language as a medium of communica-
tion and education reform in Tibet. A number of intellec-
tual gatherings took place across Tibet in 2009, including
the “Second Debates of the Tibetan New Generation” in
Rebkong in January 2009, which brought together intel-
lectuals from academia and the monastic tradition to
discuss traditional and modern Tibetan culture. A similar
debate took place in Siling (Chinese: Xining), in Qinghai
province, on June 2009, with more than 100 participants
from across Tibet. Siling was also the site of the fourth
“Beauty of theWaterfall” poetry conference in November
2009. (Three such conferences were held in past years in
various locations around eastern Tibet.) According to in-
formation received by ICT,more than 100 Tibetanwriters,
poets, and scholars fromdifferent regions inTibet attended
this conference, and the discussion crossed into the most
intensive and problematic fields of education in Tibet, as
well as contentious issues related to Tibetan literature and
practical means for the preservation of Tibetan language.

During this same period, universities, major monasteries
and educational organizations organized memorial cere-
monies for respected individuals who had sacrificed
their lives to preserve Tibetan language and culture. On
October 30, 2009, Gansu Teacher Training University
organized amemorial ceremonyon the 20th anniversary of
the death of the 10th Panchen Lama, entitled “Courage of
the Panchen.” In addition to thememorial ceremony, there
were debates and discussions regarding the tireless efforts
and achievements of the 10th Panchen Lama in the area of
cultural preservation. Also in October 2009, the Sichuan
Tibetan Institute in Dartsedo (Chinese: Kangding) organ-
ized amemorial ceremony for both the 10th Panchen Lama
and the great Tibetan poet Yidam Tsering. At the event, a

number of Tibetan intellectuals recited Tibetan poems in
their honor. Tibetan students at theMinzu (Nationalities)
University of China in Beijing, Northwest Minority Uni-
versity in Lanzhou, and Western South Minority Univer-
sity in Chengdu reportedly organized similar events, and
thesewerewell attendedbyprominentTibetanwriters and
intellectuals including some who were subsequently
detained for their works.

The movement for Tibetan cultural resistance has made
effective use of emerging Internet and social networking
capabilities. Blogs in Tibetan andChinese started outwith
relatively innocuous cultural content but after 2008
becamemore focused on the rationale for and aftermath of
the demonstrations. Tibetan writer Jamyang Kyi’s post of
an article called the “Diary of Torture” was reposted on a
number of Tibetan websites before being taken down by
Chinese censors. Websites that publish in Tibetan are
automatically considered suspect by the authorities,many
of whom cannot read them, and do not have enough
Tibetan translators to effectively monitor them. For this
reason, the Chinese Internet administrators have limited
the number of Tibetan language websites that can be
hosted at any one time and will often shut them down
around important anniversaries or sometimes for no
apparent reason.16

Tibetan Writers

The Self-Liberated Poet. Dhondup Gyal (1953–1985)
is widely regarded by Tibetans as the father of modern
Tibetan literature. He wrote under the name Rangdrol,
which means “self-liberated,” a term with both Buddhist
and modern political connotations. His most famous
work is a 1983 poem, Lang Tsho’I Rbab Chu or “Waterfall
of Youth,” which was considered a radical break with tra-
ditional Tibetan poetic style and launched a literarymove-
ment as a critical means of preserving Tibetan culture. It
was written two years before his death by suicide in 1985.
In addition to its stylistic innovations, the poem is cher-
ished by Tibetans for its bold praise of Tibetan identity,
wisdom and creativity—particularly that of youth at the
peakof vitality—andmetaphorical use of powerful aspects
of the Tibetan natural environment:
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. . .You are the water of friendship,
daring to leap from the ferocious cliff-
you are the water of the universe,
Courageously leaping into the valley below,
Proud to take on what is new

You have an open mind, strong body, and majestic
appearance,
without arrogance or defilement,
your origins are deep,
having cast aside all impurities,
you have an unblemished mind, a splendor in your
youthfulness,

Waterfall!

You are witness to history,
the way of the future-
the breathing and lifting of the snow land are written
on every droplet,
the rise and development of the Land of Snows
shine in each of your rays. . .17

The Tibetan band Yudrug or Green Dragon, released a
song and video based on “Waterfall of Youth” inNovember
2010.18 The aforementioned “Beauty of theWaterfall” Tibet-
an poetry festival and award are a reference to this poem.

Banned in Tibet. In an environment of intense repres-
sion in eastern Tibet, several young writers from Ngaba,
associated with the Northwest Nationalities University in
Lanzhou, were sentenced to prison on charges linked to a
collection of essays about the 2008 unrest and subsequent
crackdown in Tibet, the first Tibetan language commen-
tary on this period.On June 2, 2011 theNgaba Intermediate
People’s Court sentencedTashiRabten (pennameTe’urang),
the editor of the literarymagazine Shar Dungri or “Eastern
Snow Mountain” to four years imprisonment.19 Tashi
Rabten’s sentencing followed more than a year in deten-
tion during which his whereabouts and wellbeing were
unknown. Three other Tibetan writers who worked with
Tashi Rabten on Shar Dungriwere sentenced onDecember
30, 2010.Dhonkho (pennameNyen) andBuddha (penname
Buddha the Destitute) were sentenced to four years, and
Kelsang Jinpa (penname Garmi), was sentenced to three
years.20 The three, all in their early thirties, were sentenced

on charges of “incitement to split the nation.” Shar Dungri,
“a sketch of history written in the blood of a generation”
according to its introduction, offered a critical perspective
reflecting a prevailing sense of despair and loss, but also a
way forward:

The present contradiction between Chinese and
Tibetans and their respective territories is directly
related to the Communist state. Not only have the
delayed consequences of the state’s failure to resolve
‘old issues’ become the principal cause of instability in
Tibetan society generally, an unthinkable calamity
has been inflicted on the precious lives of ordinary
people on both sides. The so-called unity of nationalities
constantly proclaimed by the state has now reached the
point of a ‘you die, I live.’ The attitude of the Red faction,
which values individual lives in the case of the big
nationality but crushes under heel the valuation of the
lives and rights of others, is always going to provoke
opposition, and the incredibly violent suppression,
beating and killing of the fellow countrymen of a
nationality swallowing back tears of grief is an episode
that can never be forgotten. A society habituated to
strangling the voices of the humble is one constantly
filled with terror, fear and anguish. However, urged on
by the prospect that by striving for human rights
and freedom like a thirsty person seeking water, an
unintimidated survivor may emerge in the wake of
death, we fellow countrymen and women sharing each
others’ joys and sorrows, with the trauma of a first-
hand encounter with hell in our minds, must apply
ourselves to all the tasks before us as the responsibility
has fallen unavoidably on our shoulders.21

Shar Dungriwas quickly banned, but not before copies had
circulated throughout many Tibetan areas. Copies were
among the books andpublications confiscated andburned
by authorities when students in Barkham launched a
hunger strike following the March 2011 self-immolation
of Phuntsog at nearby Kirti monastery.22

Courage to Speak Out. Tibetanwriter Tagyal (penname
Shogdung) spent nearly six months in detention in 2010
following thepublicationof his overtly political essay, “The
Division of Heaven and Earth: On the Peaceful Revolution
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of the Earth Rat Year,” in which he describes the 2008
protests as: “a sign of the rediscovery of the consciousness
of nationality, culture and territory.”

Tagyal has achieved hero status among many Tibetans.
His essay, circulating widely underground, is perhaps the
most substantial critique of China’s policies in Tibet since
the 10th PanchenLama’s famous ‘70,000-character petition’
addressed to Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai in 1962.23 Shog-
dung openly reflects on the inherent risk of circulating
political ideas and scrutinizing the totalitarian state:

I have written of four fears, the fear of contemplating
the cruelty of the régime, fear of the danger of
government and individuals falling into extreme
nationalism, fear for one’s own life and wellbeing, and
fear for the future, and at this point, I have one more
fear. I am naturally terrified at the thought that once
this essay has been made public, I will eventually have
to endure the hot hells and cold hells on earth. I may
‘lose my head because of my mouth,’ but this is the
path I have chosen, so the responsibility is mine.

Tagyal justified his work in a letter written in Chinese to
his employer:

Nationality matters are very serious ones. If they
cannot be solved in a proper way, then violence and
violent incidents may arise. . . I believe that the problem
of the Tibetan nationality is complicated and urgent.
If it is not solved in accordance with the people’s
thoughts, things difficult to fathom may occur. This is
why, based on Article 35 of the [Chinese] Constitution
that states that the society enjoys the right of free speech
and of publishing, I put this right into practice and
I expressed my ideas. My hope is that the Tibet issue
can be resolved in the best way, by the core principles
of kind heart, tolerance, freedom, equality, human
rights and human values.24

Tagyal’s essay, which displays a remarkable knowledge of
western political thought, endswith an explanation of the
concept of civil disobedience and its applicability to
Tibetans in China today. Tagyal also makes a passionate
appeal for peace and for Tibetans to follow a path of non-
violence. He pays tribute to the courage of Tibetans from

allwalks of life sinceMarch2008,writing: “Last year’s large-
scale revolutionwas something I had never even dreamed
of and that camewithout warning. [. . .] When the Tibetan
people cameout of nowhere onanactive quest for freedom,
rights and democracy, it left me astounded.We are always
going on about awareness, about courage, but for it toman-
ifest visibly and tangibly in a short timewasunimaginable.”

Tibetan Popular Music

InApril 2011, the StateCouncil InformationOffice sent out
a notice for all websites to delete a song called Shapale or
‘Meat Pancake’ byGamaheDanzeng. This catchy rap video,
featuring a singer wearing a necklace made of a meat
dumpling that Tibetans call shapale, was produced by
youngTibetan exiles in Switzerland (available onYouTube
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8z2_IE6NfSE). It has
beendescribed as the first viral Tibetan video, and it is light
heartedwithnoexplicitly political content—China is never
mentioned, nor is religion or any other hot button issue.
It is word play with an underlying message of respect for
and pride in Tibetan values, delivered in perfect Lhasa
dialect complete with the honorifics that the Chinese
Communist Party eliminated from the language. Yet the
Chinese government felt the need to block this seemingly
innocuous expression of Tibetan identity.25

The sameconfidence andupbeat sense of Tibetan solidarity
on display in Shapale was also evident in every line of a
hip-hopmusic video by the band Yudrug from the eastern
Tibetan area of Amdo (viewable with English subtitles
at http://www.highpeakspureearth.com/2010/03/new-
generation-hip-hop-music-video-from.html).With lyrics
such as, “We are the sharpwisdom that your speeches and
lectures haven’t reached; we are the smooth darkness that
your flameandpowerhasn’t absorbed,” the song “NewGen-
eration” is delivered inTibetan by a groupof confident and
hipTibetan rappers. The lyrics not only evoke thepoetry of
DhondrupGyal, but also the defiant lyrics of revolutionary
song writers from Bob Marley to Bob Dylan to Tupac
Shakur. At the beginning of the video, subtitles proclaim it
a song “. . . for the hard-headed people out there.” The rap
closeswithoneof the youngmen fromAmdo in traditional
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Tibetan clothes amidst others in hooded sweatshirts and
sunglasses, flinging his arms out to the sky and dedicating
the song “To our beloved and proud generation.” Therang
Buengu, a Tibetan writer who struggled with his own
effort to express his authentic Tibetan identity as a college
student in China wrote in response to an earlier Yudrug
songMilam or “Dream:” “The Yudruk [sic] phenomenon
showsnot only that Tibetans can be cool, but that it is cool
to beTibetan. This is a radical shift. Butnot onlydoes it show
a kind of Tibetanness that is on the cutting edge of cool.
It also makes it clear that a Tibetan image can be created
and exist entirely outside of theChinese imagination. This
is a kindofTibetanness thatwasmadeby and forTibetans.”
In the words of Yudrug: “As I said what I wanted to say,
I didn’t turn into amute. Our story has not ended here, it’s
just the beginning.”

Chinese Cultural Hegemony

The contrast couldnot be starker betweenTibetans’ vibrant,
courageous and authentic expressions produced under
tremendous cultural pressure, and the stale ‘culture war’
pronouncements emerging fromBeijing’s party apparatus.
Comingout of the SixthParty Plenumheld inOctober 2011,
the Party apparently has determined that cultural power is
a critical element in its plan to develop China’s ‘compre-
hensive national power,’ and an important tool in retain-
ing domestic political legitimacy. According to documents
that have beenmade available, the newcultural campaign
has two primary elements: strengthening the Party’s role
in developingChinese culture domestically, and spreading
the influence of Chinese culture (as defined by the Party)
internationally. Chinese presidentHu Jintao gave a speech
at the plenum inwhichhe essentially declaredChina to be
in a culture war with ‘theWest,’ saying: “Wemust clearly
see that international hostile forces are intensifying the
strategic plot of Westernizing and dividing China, and
ideological and cultural fields are the focal areas of their
long-term infiltration.”26

Domestically, the results of the campaign to date have been
(1) a further tightening of censorship at all levels and across
allmedia platforms; and (2) calls for improving the ‘moral-

ity’ and ‘quality’ of popularmedia. At ameeting of the All-
China Journalists Association to explain the new culture
initiative, a speech by propaganda czar Li Changchun
demonstrated that, despite all the talk of cultural innova-
tion, the Party’s attitude toward culture remained essen-
tially unchanged. Li emphasized the duty of media to the
Party in terms of ‘guiding’ public opinion by “tightly
embrac[ing] themain line andmain theme;” thepotentially
conflicting priority of commercial development of the
media, both to engage thepublic and contribute toChinese
GDP; and the relatively new priority of strengthening
China’s voice (i.e. the Party’s voice) outside of China to
facilitate “an objective and amicable international public
opinion environment conducive to our own interests.”27

The current campaign also extends to a crackdownonwhat
the party-state considers to be ‘low’ or crass culture.

Much ofwhat is proposed in this cultural expansionism is
not new. Even before the recent plenum, the government
had already been moving in this direction, issuing orders
to stop the production of popular reality television pro-
grams, bans on the use of ‘time travel’ in movies or televi-
sion shows, and bans on certain forms of advertising.28

Some observers were nonetheless taken aback by the fact
that cultural promotionwas the themeof thehighest-level
Party meeting at a time when China’s leadership is facing
tremendous existential challenges such as a critical politi-
cal transition and apotential economic crisis. According to
China analyst Damien Ma, however, this ‘culture war’ is
best viewed as part of the Party’s effort to “sustain the con-
fidence of its own people—via nationalism, Confucian
tenets,wealth, cultural renaissance, orwhatever substitute
that canbedreamedup—or risk the consequences. Thewar
is, and has always been, about defining the soul of the
modern Chinese nation.”29

China’s aspirations to ‘strengthen’ Chinese culture (as
defined by theCCP) at home anduse it to build ‘soft power’
abroad are the latest tacks in the Chinese Communist
Party’s post-Tiananmenquest tomaintain legitimacy in the
absence of any obvious commitment to the defining eco-
nomic ideology that propelled its rise to power. The cur-
rent leadership of the Chinese Communist Party—which
often projects an image of sophistication, wealth, power,
and even arrogance in their dealings with the world—is
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facing irreconcilable challenges at home. This leadership
has identified its top core interest as the preservationof the
current authoritarian political system but is finding that
other choices it has made—about governance, economic
policy, justice, thenatural environment, global integration,
societal norms and rapidly changing popular expectations
—are stressing the system. Leading commentators, includ-
ing some viewed as close to and knowledgeable about the
innerworkings of the regime, have expressed concerns that
the current system of CCP-led bureaucratic capitalism is
reaching the effective limits of its capacity tomanage a so-
ciety and economyas complex anddynamic as present-day
China, and is in danger of sliding toward something darker
and more dangerous.30 The recent sacking of neo-Maoist
Politburomember Bo Xilai has only added fuel to internal
andexternal speculationabout the current internal dynam-
ics of the party-state. Given China’s present level of inte-
gration into the international political and economic
systems, a chaotic implosion of the current regime—or
even a prolonged period of internecine fighting—would
have serious consequences.

At the same time, it seems clear that Beijing itself recog-
nizes that it has somehow gotten on thewrong side of the
cultural divide and senses the imperative of retaking the
initiative if the CCP is to remain at the controlling heights
of the Chinese system. Recent cultural events related to
Chinahave been either embarrassments for the leadership,
or exposed weaknesses in the party-state’s control over
political and social trends. These include:

• The award of the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize to Liu Xiaobo,
a Chinese writer whose powerful essays attacking one-
party rule earned him a long prison sentence;

• The voluntary exile of Liao Yiwu,who fledChina in 2011
out of fear that he would be re-arrested as part of an
ongoing roundup of dissident artists andwriters;

• The April 2011 disappearance and ongoing harassment
of China’smost famousmodern artist, AiWeiwei, whose
political dissidence had become a thorn in Beijing’s side,
but whose arrest has only made him more famous at
home and abroad;

• The proliferation of Twitter-like microblogs and their
use to create political satire and other forms of humor,
including an entire lexicon of terms that subvert official
slogans—such as ‘harmonious society’—to subtly criti-
cize everything from censorship of the internet to high-
level corruption in the Party;

• The public outcry, via microblogs and other online
socialmedia, over events suchas theWenzhouhigh-speed
rail crash, the ‘My father is Li Gang’ incident,31 and the
Chinese Red Cross/Guo Mei Mei32 scandal, to which the
authorities have struggled to respond in a timely or effec-
tivemanner; and

• The localized backlash againstChinese influence in coun-
tries fromBurma toZambia, even as Beijing has increased
spending on ‘cultural outreach’ and is rapidly accelerat-
ing overseas investment throughout theworld.

These particular cultural problems are combined with an
overall sense in Beijing that China’s cultural weight in the
world is not commensurate with either its growing eco-
nomic and political power, or its innate specialness as
understoodby theChinese leadership. In addition, theChi-
nese authorities see not only the political rewards, but also
the economicpotential of cultural production andexport as
a huge untapped growth area.

On some level, the Party seems tohave determined that the
solution to the problem ofwhat it sees as cultural decay is
increased guidance from the top. It seems unlikely such
cultural instruction from a Party that is widely viewed as
corrupt and dull will be welcomed by a population that is
increasingly accustomed to a fast-growing and incredibly
diverse Chinese popular culture, including that found in
cyberspace evenbehind theGreat Firewall (the euphemistic
term for Chinese governmental efforts to control Internet
access). Theuse of phrases suchas ‘the great rejuvenationof
the Chinese nation’ in People’s Daily editorials on the new
program may seem like a routine rhetorical flourish to
many readers, but political analyst Russell LeighMoses has
noted that these are important keywords. They signify that
“a ‘national culture,’ secured and delivered from above if
hardliners have theirway, couldwell be accompanied by a
deeper crackdownonnetizens,”33 and otherswho disagree
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with the Party’s dominant narrative—including trouble-
someminoritieswhose cultural identity poses unique chal-
lenges to the Party’s authority at home and abroad.

Those wonderingwhether Beijing’s new focus on expand-
ing China’s cultural influence will push it toward a more
humane approach inTibet have little reason for optimism,
given the trajectory of policy over time. As China scholar
Daniel Blumenthal has noted, “Chinese officials are con-
cerned to the point of paranoia that their vastmultiethnic
empire will not hold. And, following the dictator’s play-
book, rather than engage in any introspection as to justwhy
it is that somany ‘Chinese’ do not really want to be part of
China, Beijing blames ‘foreign forces’ and meddling from
theWest for their troubles.”34 Beijing’s projections notwith-
standing, events on theTibetanplateauhaveunfoldedover
the past 60 years with the international community as
little more than a bit player whose role has occasionally
impacted events butwho has largely been relegated to the
chorus.

Whether thatwill change going forward depends on awill-
ingness of international actors to findnewapproaches and
tools on which to engage the Tibet issue and the Chinese
leadership. Up to now China’s response to broadly fielded
and well-documented charges of human rights abuse has
been a firmdenial,which the international communityhas
neither fully accepted nor taken the necessary steps to
refute. As China has become more integrated into global
affairs and has risen toward great power status, the list of
issues on which the international community hopes to
engageChina has grown tremendously, and human rights
has fallen further down that list. Perversely, this is happen-
ing at a time when policymakers are recognizing that
China’s failure tomove toward a fundamentally liberal and
humane form of government has global implications.

These contradictory trends are perfectly illustrated by the
timid international responses to the current situation in
Tibet,whereTibetans are facing cultural pressure on a scale
that they have equated with the horrors of the Cultural
Revolution,while theChinese government boldly launches
a new cultural campaign at home and abroad. Beijing’s pa-
tronizing andmaterialistic attitude towardTibetan culture
was neatly encapsulated in a December 1, 2011, Xinhua

article on the large sums the state had spent on Tibetan
culture over the past five years. In a self-congratulatory yet
defensive tone, the article explains how China is funding
the preservation of Tibetan culture, and that the Chinese
have done more to preserve culture in the past five years
because expenditures are up six-fold over the previous five
year period. Regardless of any assessment of how state-
funded cultural centers and ‘civil art troupes’might benefit
Tibetan culture, there is no mention of whether these are
the cultural priorities of theTibetanpeople or the role they
may have had in determining how these funds should be
spent. There is no acknowledgement of the fact that this
all-time high of cultural spending is happening while
Tibetan monks are self-immolating, Tibetan writers are
beingdetainedor silenced, Tibetan language is under threat,
andTibetans are protesting the destruction of their culture
in countless ways. But it is in the last sentence that the
party-state’s true arrogance anddisdain for Tibetan culture
is fully revealed. It quotes the current TAR Party Secretary
ChenQuanguodiscussing plans for cultural improvement
over the next two to three years: “Newspapers, radios, and
television setswill also be present in every Tibetan temple
in order to promote advanced cultures there. . .”35

The same week China was engaging in this overweening
self-promotion of its role in preserving Tibetan culture,
however, aChinese-languagewebsite posted a series of pho-
tos that featured a different face of Chinese rule in Tibet.
Evocative of theworst excesses of theCultural Revolution,
the photoswere reportedly taken in theNgaba area and fea-
turedTibetanmonks and lay people in the custody ofwhat
looked to be People’s Armed Police special units. In one
photo, dozens of monks are seated on the ground outside
with placards hanging around their necks that declare the
nature of their ‘crimes’ of ‘splitting the nation.’ Another
photo shows a large open-air truck full of monks with the
same signboards linedup against the side,with their heads
bent over the side and security officers standing behind
them, being paraded through the streets—a tactic favored
by radical RedGuardunits during theCultural Revolution.36

No amount of government-sponsored ‘performances by
civil art troupes’ canmake thesepictures look like anything
less than occupation.
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Givenhowawkwardly theChinese government promotes
its cultural agenda, and its self-regarding approach to
cultural export, it is easy to dismiss the party-state’s latest
initiative as some sort of diversionary tactic or a kind of
lowest commondenominator political stunt by aparty that
is internally bereft of ideas on how to deal with the bigger
challenges it faces.Oneonlyneed examine the case ofTibet,
however, to see that the party-state takes these matters
deadly seriously, as shown in this section.
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As the analytical framework for assessing the situ-
ation in Tibet, ICT has applied a definition of
cultural genocide that has its roots in the original

concept of genocide as well as the broader conventional
international human rights regime. ICT expects that any
finding thatChinese policies andpractices inTibet are tan-
tamount to cultural genocidewill be vigorously challenged
by theChinese authorities, and scrutinized by thosework-
ing in relevant fields of scholarship andpolicymaking. The
previous sections of the report have therefore focused on
the areas where abuses of Tibetans’ cultural rights have
been systematic and persistent, and Chinese policies and
practices explicitly seek to alter the essential Tibetan cul-
tural experience. ICT has documented long-term Chinese
efforts to fundamentally remake Tibetan culture, includ-
ing in the areas of religious practice, nomadic pastoralism,
and education and literary arts. It is in these areas that ICT
finds Chinese policies and practices in Tibet constitute
elements of cultural genocide.

Any deliberate act committed with the intent
to destroy the language, religion or culture of
a national, racial or religious group on grounds of
national or racial origin or religious belief, such as:
any action with the aim or effect of depriving the
targeted group of their integrity as distinct peoples,
or of their cultural values or ethnic identities

Over the past 60-plus years, the Chinese authorities have
engaged in a deliberate effort to stifle a self-determining
Tibetan culture in order to replace itwith a state-approved
and controlled version that comportswith the ideological,
political and economic objectives of the Chinese Commu-
nist Party. This effort has beenpursued through intentional
policies that are designed to fundamentally alter Tibetan

culture in a way that robs it of its essence and denies
Tibetans the right to control their own cultural destiny.
This has not been a sporadic or intermittent series of un-
connected abuses. Rather, ChineseCommunist rule inTibet
has exhibited apattern of repression, relative liberalization,
vigorous reassertion of cultural identity by Tibetans, and
renewed repression. This pattern is rooted in the applica-
tion of policies that consistently privilege the Chinese
party-state’s interests over those of the Tibetan people.
While theparty-state likewiseprivileges thepreservationof
its political power in China, with resulting human rights
abuses, there is a qualitative difference in the Tibetan
situationbecause of the difference in ethnicity between the
governed population and those who hold the levers of
control and the monopoly on the coercive power of the
state. It is this element of persistent targeting of Tibetans
as a national group that marks the treatment as cultural
genocide, andplaces the situation inTibetwithin the geno-
cide continuum.

Chinese policies in Tibet are based on a set of ideological
and nationalistic principles that permeate the thinking of
Chinese leaders andhave takenhold on a societal level. The
party-state’s ultimate objective in pursuing these policies
is to break down the national identity of Tibetans and
replace itwithChinesenational identity. It is for this reason
patriotic education that emphasizes loyalty oaths to the
party-state remains such a strong feature of Chinese rule
inTibet. This is also the reason cultural repressionhas been
most visible andmost intensely felt byTibetans in the areas
that form the core of Tibetan identity: language and edu-
cation, cultural values, patterns of livelihood, cultural
expression, and the practice of Tibetan Buddhism.

TIBET, CULTURAL GENOCIDE,
AND THE GENOCIDE CONTINUUM

[Genocide is] a form of violent social conflict, or war, between armed power organizations that aim to
destroy civilian social groups and those groups and other actors who resist this destruction.

—Martin Shaw, What is Genocide? (2007)
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Destroying, or preventing the use of, libraries,
museums, schools, historical monuments, places
of worship or other cultural institutions and
objects of the group

The Chinese government’s assault on religion in Tibet
began with the massive physical destruction of Tibetan
temples and monasteries, and the desecration and sales
of images, artworks and religious books in the 1950s.
Althoughmanymonasteries and templeshavebeen rebuilt
since the 1980s, includingwith somegovernment funding,
muchofwhatwas destroyedor removed is not replaceable.
The loss of transmission of the Dharma from one genera-
tion to the next, and the unavailability of somany lineage
holders inside Tibet has weakened Tibetan Buddhist insti-
tutions and scholarship. The Chinese government’s sys-
tematic, ongoing and intentional cultural destruction in
Tibet has focused onundermining and controllingTibetan
Buddhism as practiced by the vastmajority of Tibetans.

They have accomplished this through: intense regulation
and control overmonastic and other religious institutions;
a range of policies that actively discourage averageTibetans
from engaging in religious practice; patriotic education,
propaganda and other political campaigns that are in fun-
damental opposition to the basic tenets of Tibetan Bud-
dhism;manipulation of factionswithinTibetanBuddhism
in order to exacerbate internal divisions; and overt repres-
sion, including rhetorical attacks onTibetan religious lead-
ers, and the public humiliation, detention, imprisonment,
torture, collective punishment andkilling of religious lead-
ers andadherents. Thesepolicies andpracticeshaveviolated
not only the promises of religious freedom in the Chinese
constitution, but also the guarantees of freedomof religion
under Article 18 and minority rights under Article 27 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(ICCPR), which China has signed but not ratified.1

Dispossession of lands, territories or resources;
forced population transfer with the aim or effect of
violating or undermining any rights of the targeted
group; and forced assimilation or integration

Chinese policies have targeted culturally distinct Tibetan
pastoralists through forced sedentarization and other poli-
cies, including poorly developed and implemented envi-
ronmental protection efforts, that have not only deprived
themof their lands and livelihoods but also of an intimate
connection to theTibetan environment that has existed for
3000 years. Through the application of economic develop-
ment policies that areheavily reliant on extractive industry
and infrastructure, and the in-migration of a large number
of non-Tibetans, the Chinese party-state has deprived
Tibetans of control over their own land and future, and
threatens to make them a cultural and demographic
minority in their own land. Thesepolicies have endangered
precious flora and fauna found only in the unique Tibetan
environment, and are threatening to create broader eco-
logical consequences for the entire Asian continent. The
economicbenefits of thisChinese developmentmodelhave
accruedprimarily tonon-TibetanswhileTibetanshavepaid
a steep price in terms of cultural and environmental loss.

Tibetans’ role as the stewards of this fragile and unique
environment for threemillennia has been summarily dis-
regarded in order to advance the interests of the party-state.
These policies and practices specifically violate Tibetans’
rights to appropriate economic development as articulated
under a variety of international legal instruments, includ-
ing: commonArticle 1 of the ICCPR and the International
Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR), whichChina has ratified; and articles 12, 13 and
15 of the ICCPR, and articles 6, 11 and 12 of the ICESCR.2

China has been repeatedly cited by the Committee on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the
Committee on the Rights of the Child and various special
mechanisms of theUnitedNationsHumanRights Council
(and its predecessor entity) for its failure to meet interna-
tional obligations regardingTibetans and otherminorities
in the area of development.3
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Prohibiting the use of the language of the group
in daily intercourse or in schools, or the printing and
circulation of publications in the language of
the group

The Chinese party-state has implemented a range of poli-
cies that target the intellectual and non-religious cultural
life of Tibetans. These policies include: the denial of certain
linguistic rights, including the right to develop anduse the
Tibetan language as the language of commerce, education
and administration in Tibetan areas; the imposition of the
Chinese language and a self-serving educational curricu-
lum on Tibetan children, while simultaneously denying
them opportunities for cultural development and expres-
sion; the denial of publication and other cultural expres-
sion forTibetan languagewriterswhosework challenges or
runs contrary to the party-state’s defined narrative; the
arrest and torture ofwriters, artists and otherswho engage
in cultural expression that challenges the party-state; and
the ‘Disneyfication’ of Tibetan culture in a fashion that
trivializes and commoditizes it, primarily for the benefit of
non-Tibetans. To the extent thatTibetan culture is valued at
all by the party-state, it is primarily for commercial or
political purposes. These policies and practices have vio-
lated Tibetans’ rights under the ICCPR (especially articles
18, 19, 21 and 27) and the ICESCR (especially articles 6, 13
and 15), aswell as under theUNDeclaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples (September 2007; China voted in
favor), and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons
Belonging to National or Ethnic Religious and Linguistic
Minorities (1992; adopted by acclamation). China has
rebuffed calls by UN Special Rapporteurs on Education,
Cultural Rights, andRacism to respect the linguistic rights
of the Tibetan people.4

Propaganda designed to promote or incite racial
or ethnic discrimination directed against the
targeted group

The constant barrage of negative commentary about the
Tibetan community, especially for domestic Chinese
audiences, has been a key driver of the deterioration of
relations between Tibetans and Chinese at both the
societal and official levels. The party-state has engaged in a

continual policy and propaganda effort that characterizes
Tibetan culture as backward and something to be remedi-
ated through a state-directedmodernizationprocess. Their
most revered spiritual leader is personally attacked in the
most disrespectful terms, and Tibetans are accused of dis-
loyalty to theChinese statewhen they assert their identity
in anunsanctioned fashion.Unsurprisingly, Tibetans have
been targeted for both official punishment and societal
ostracism. Even themost positive portrayals of Tibetans in
theChinesemedia, tend tobepatronizing images of ‘model’
ethnicminorities, grateful to the CCP for ‘liberating’ Tibet
from ‘dark feudalism.’ In the aftermathof the ongoingwave
of self-immolations, the tone and specific content of the
propaganda directed against Tibetans in general and the
Dalai Lama in particular has become even more strident.
Chinese authorities have referred to self-immolating
Tibetans as ‘terrorists’ or mentally ill, and have compared
the Dalai Lama’s policies to those of the Nazis.

The unrelenting and generally unchallenged negative
stereotypes of Tibetans that appear in the Chinese media
have shaped a popular consciousness in China that is
highly antagonistic towards Tibetans and their cultural
aspirations. Most Chinese lack any empathy for the
Tibetans’ struggles to preserve their culture, since they are
continually given only selective and stilted information
regarding the history of Tibetan involvement with the
Chinese state. Growingnationalism inChina, nurtured by
the party-state as an alternative pillar of legitimacy, has
furtherheightened the sensitivities ofmanyChinese to any
criticism of China’s policies in Tibet.

The Genocide Continuum

Cultural genocide does not exist in isolation; rather, it
occurs in an environment where dynamics between the
victims and perpetrators are constantly shifting. Genocide
scholars have identified certain risk factors—such as, a
history of acts of genocide, unprecedented communal ten-
sions, and officially sanctioned statements that provoke
prejudice—aswarning signs that have precededpast geno-
cidal outbreaks.5 These risk factors are currently present in
Tibet, increasingly so since March 2008. They are often
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manifested and most deeply felt by Tibetans in cultur-
ally specific terms: the vituperative rhetorical attacks on
the Dalai Lama and systematic efforts to undermine reli-
gious institutions; the imposition of a model of economic
and social development over which Tibetans have no
control or input; the increasing dominance of Chinese as
the language of commerce, education and official commu-
nication throughout ethnographic Tibet; and an oppres-
sive security presence that persistently responds topeaceful
assertions of cultural identity with overwhelming force.
TheChinese government’s pervasive control apparatus and
itsmeans toprovide incentives forTibetan cooperationmit-
igate the occurrence of conventional genocide in Tibet at
this time. Nonetheless, these same polices and practices
have served to exacerbate and feed into a highly unstable
dynamic across the Tibetan plateau.

Severe and systemic state repression. Scholars have
identifiedwarning signs related to severe and systemic state
repression: the imposition of emergencymeasures; restric-
tions on civil liberties; the banning or harassing of organi-
zations outside state control; arbitrary detention and
large-scale roundups of civilians; use or increased use of
torture as state policy; and outward flows of internally
displaced persons or refugees. These have all been features
of Chinese rule in Tibet since 1949 at various times,
including post-2008 up to the present. Since 2008, Lhasa
and other areas have beenplacedunder security situations
tantamount to martial law. Depictions of the security
deployment inLhasa byTibetan andnon-Tibetanobservers
alike include: heavily armed patrols that sweep through
Tibetan areas of the city; snipers on the roofs of buildings
surrounding the major Buddhist pilgrimage sites; unan-
nounced searches of private residences; and large shows
of force by ‘special’ police units designated to combat
terrorism.

Tibetans across the plateau have experienced harsh
restrictions of their rights to freedom of speech, assembly
and religion, as well as large-scale roundups of civilians,
such as those that have occurred in the Ngaba area since
August 2011, and the use of live ammunition in crowds in
January 2012.6 The primary Tibetan cultural platform that
is ostensibly outside state control—monasteries—has been

subjected to an escalating series of regulations to restrict
independent activity, and an increased physical presence
of state security. Documented reports indicate that torture
and ill treatment of Tibetan detainees is brutal and
endemic, and includes deaths in custody. Refugee flows out
of Tibet have continued but have been limited due to a
concerted effort on the part of Chinese authorities to seal
the border and apprehend Tibetans before they cross into
Nepal. This effort has beenaccompaniedby a renewedpush
tohave refugees forcibly returned toChinese custody after
theyhave crossed the international border. China’s attempt
to create a hostile environment for fleeing Tibetans,
including its encouraging other states to return refugees,
is a clear violation of the principle of nonrefoulement upon
which international refugee law is based.

A history of genocide and inter-communal violence.
Genocide is often dependent on pre-existing patterns of
state behavior and relationswith society. From the time of
the International Commission of Jurists’ 1959 and 1960
reports, which found prima facie evidence of acts of geno-
cide in Tibet, up to the recent assertions of the Dalai Lama
and others of an ongoing cultural genocide in Tibet, geno-
cidehas been a feature of the discourse aroundChinese rule
of Tibet. While imperial projects of all ideological stripes
have been implicated in genocide, the ideological extrem-
ismofMarxismas envisioned byMaoZedonghas resulted
in catastrophic human suffering and loss of life.While the
Chinese people were themselves brutalized by Maoist
political campaigns such as the Great Leap Forward and
theGreat ProletarianCultural Revolution, theprinciple and
genocidal distinction with regard to Tibet was the target-
ingof avulnerableminoritybyanoppressivemajorityusing
itsmonopoly on the coercive authority of the party-state.7

Since 2008, inter-communal violencehas sharply increased
and has the dangerous potential to grow because of the
large influx of Chinese migrants into Tibet, the economic
marginalization of Tibetans, and intense cultural repres-
sion. For the most part, Tibetans have adhered to the
exhortations of the Dalai Lama to remain non-violent in
their resistance to Chinese intimidation. Beijing has
responded to this largely non-violent resistance with
overwhelming force. Such strained inter-communal rela-
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tions are typically the result of a long history of hostility
and applied violence, and that is certainly the well-docu-
mented case ofmodern Chinese rule in Tibet.

Mobilization along lines of community cleavage.
A healthy plural society provides opportunities for its
members to engage in communal association with ethnic
or co-religious confederates, aswell as encouraging a range
of cross-cutting inter-communal forums for voluntary
association that help to develop a feeling of connectedness
across communal lines. An integral element of developing
such a healthy plural society is the ability of various con-
stituencies to achieve representationwithin the economic
andpolitical spheres.When this representational function
breaks down, and political and economic power is exclu-
sively or predominately the province of a single group,
there is heightenedpotential for inter-communal violence.
Such violence typically takes the form of a spiral of attack
and reprisal involving state security forces under the con-
trol of the dominant group. This is particularly truewhere
such domination by one group is a product of state policy
and it is perceived by theunder-represented group to come
at its expense.

A recent example of how this phenomenon exists in Tibet
is the violence directed at Han and Hui shopkeepers in
Lhasa in March 2008, and the state’s response. Chinese
security forces brutally put downpeacefulMarch 10, 2008
protests in Lhasa bymonks fromSera andDrepungMonas-
teries, sparking days of tense but non-violent follow-on
protests that expanded to include lay Tibetans andmonks
from other monasteries.8 When the confrontations
between Tibetans and the security forces burst into
violence on March 14, Tibetan rioters targeted not only
official premises and vehicles, but also the Chinese
(including Muslim Hui)-owned businesses in the Tibetan
quarter and adjacent areas that they saw as part of the
machinery of oppression and assimilation in the Tibetan
capital. Security forces ultimately moved in with over-
whelming force to stop the riots, firing at unarmed
Tibetans, killing dozens, and arresting hundreds.

This cycle of violence escalated quickly and broke down
starkly along ethnic lines, as did reactions to it. State-run

media exacerbated these community cleavageswithheavy
coverage of the ‘burning, smashing and looting’ byTibetans
but no mention of the events prior to the riot or the
response afterwards. Anti-Tibetanpropaganda in thewake
of the March 14 riot—including ominous calls for a ‘peo-
ple’s war’ in Tibet9—undoubtedly contributed to an envi-
ronment that saw the use of excessive force against
subsequent Tibetan protesters, the implementation of
formal and informal discriminatory measures against
Tibetans, and a further alienation of the Tibetan and Chi-
nese people fromone another. This phenomenonwas also
present in a December 2011 attack on Tibetan students in
Chengdu by Chinese students, which reportedly resulted
in the destruction of the Tibetans’ dormitory and Tibetan
students beaten so badly theywere sent to the hospital.10

Unjust discriminatory legislation and relatedmeasures.
While some scholars and policy makers have promoted
positive discriminatory legislation as having a palliative
effect in divided societies, discrimination that is embodied
in law, policy and dominant group practices can also serve
to marginalize and isolate groups. This has certainly been
the case in Tibet. It starts from a historic narrative on the
part of the Chinese party-state of Tibetans as ‘backwards’
peoplewhoneed the assistance of theirmore advancedChi-
nese neighbors in order to modernize.11 This discrimina-
tion carries forward in ‘positive discrimination’ measures:
not only thosemeant to assist individual Tibetans, such as
preferences for educational admissions and exceptions to
family planning regulations, but also the province-to-
province budgetary assistance that otherChinese provinces
andmunicipalities are forced to contribute toTibetan areas.
These policies have contributed to the ongoing narrative
of Tibetans as incapable of improving their lot of their own
volition, and have engendered bitterness at what is per-
ceived to anungrateful attitude of Tibetans towardChinese
largesse—particularly when Tibetans protest against
Chinese rule. After the 2008protests, therewere also adhoc
discriminatory practiceswhere hotel owners refused to let
rooms to Tibetans; Tibetans were unable to get a passport
for travel; andTibetans faced problems in accessing public
and private transport.12 Some of these practices continue
to the present.
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Likewise, in most societies, state targeting of ‘battle-age’
males of a historicallymarginalized ethnic groupwould be
seen as an early-warning signal for genocide.13 The fact that
somanyofTibet’s ‘battle-age’male cohort are to be found in
itsmonasteries—and that Tibet’smonasteries have histor-
ically been centers of agitation against Chinese Commu-
nist rule—adds a particular dimension to concerns about
the treatment of Tibetanmonks.

Hate propaganda.Theuse ofmassmedia, aswell asmore
diffuse strategies such as rumor and gossip, to mobilize
hatred and the dehumanization of a target group is a key
indicator in a pre-genocidal environment. Hate speech is
used to define and dehumanize target groups, as has been
seen most recently in the official Chinese media com-
menting on the self-immolations. A controlled media
environment, where the narrative is set from above, is the
most potentially dangerous, due to the absence of counter-
vailing arguments or voices that canhelpmitigate extreme
speech. The averageChinese personhas little contactwith
Tibetans. For most Chinese, the primary source of infor-
mation about Tibet is the state-run media, due to severe
restrictions on access to external information on Tibet
across all media forums and the stifling of Tibetan voices
within China.

While Chinese state-owned media arguably has become
more plural in recent years, on the subject of Tibet the
dominant narratives are fixed. They run in a limited range
from soft chauvinist Orientalism to virulent nationalist
screeds. They includenot only labeling theDalai Lama as a
“wolf in monks robes” who travels the world disparaging
China, but also accusations that anyonewhodisagreeswith
China’s policies in Tibet is trying to “split” China. Tibetan
voices, even those writing in Chinese, are extremely lim-
ited in their ability to penetrate beyond the urban intelli-
gentsia. The braveChinese dissidentswilling to take on the
state’s dominant narrative on Tibet have themselves
become targets of the security structure, including: lawyers
who have faced loss of their legal licenses for trying to
provide legal representation to Tibetan defendants, and a
prominent lawyers organization that was shut down after
it called for a reappraisal of Chinese policy in Tibet after
theMarch 2008 protests.

Economic upheaval.Scholars havenoted that perhapsno
factor ismore influential in genocidal outbreaks than eco-
nomic upheaval. This factor is likely to be particularly
influential in cases where illiberal governing authorities
rely on delivery of economic goods as a key source of their
political legitimacy andbureaucratic capacity, as is the case
in China. Such crises can also exacerbate or precipitate
rebellious, secessionist tendencies among oppressed
groups, which then further fuel the paranoia inherent in
authoritarian political systems.While the PRC is presently
understood to be enjoying robust economic growth, this
growth is considered by many economists to be unstable
and unsustainable.14 At the same time, economic growth
inTibetan areas is typically at least as unbalanced as in the
rest of China, with the additional aspects of Chinese dom-
ination of the Tibetan economy and an ongoing effort to
shift Tibetans away from traditional livelihoods through
which they were self-reliant. At a national level, the Chi-
nese regime is heavily dependent on continued economic
growthas akeypillar of its political legitimacy, since it lacks
popular electoral sources.

Additional risk factors: Thenoted genocide scholar Leo
Kuper observed that there are two particular internal divi-
sions, bothofwhich are present in theTibetan context, that
have historically been among the most powerful triggers
of genocidal behavior: differences of religion between the
aggressors and victim that serve to alienate and dehuman-
ize the victims; and struggles for greater autonomy, or
denial of the right to self-determination.15 These two issues
are central to theway the cultural genocide inTibet isman-
ifested, and are the issues onwhich theChinese party-state
often employs its most heated rhetoric. As this report
makes clear, the Chinese party-state has zeroed in on reli-
gion as the key to their control over Tibetans and Tibet.
At various times, they have tried to rip Tibetan Buddhism
out by the roots, with devastating but ultimately incom-
plete results. In its first report in 1959, the International
Commissionof Jurists found sufficient evidence thatChina
was engaged in perpetrating acts of genocide against
Tibetans as a religious group, to warrant a more thorough
investigation. In 1960 the ICJ published a second report
that found therewas prima facie evidence that “acts of geno-
cide had been committed in Tibet in an attempt to destroy
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the Tibetans as a religious group, and that such acts are the
acts of genocide, independently of any conventional obli-
gation.”16 The ICJ cited four key evidentiary findings in
support of their contention of religious-based genocide in
Tibet at that time: (1) Chinese refusal to permit adherence
to or practice of Buddhism inTibet; (2) Systematic Chinese
efforts to eradicate religious belief in Tibet; (3) Killing of
religious figures; and (4) Forcible transfer of large numbers
of Tibetan children out of their homeland in order to
prevent them from acquiring a religious upbringing.

Today, the Chinese state permits only a superficial adher-
ence to Tibetan Buddhism and remains committed to
its eradication through a combination of incentives and
coercion. Its near-term goal, through control of and re-
education in themonasteries is to ensure that “[T]he prac-
tice of Tibetan Buddhism must be harmonized with the
objectives of building modern Socialism in our country. . .
The adaptation of Tibetan Buddhism to Socialist society is
a matter of Tibetan Buddhism being conducive to and
adapting to thedevelopment of Socialist society, rather than
Socialist society adapting to Tibetan Buddhism.. .there is
no question of anymutual support on equal terms.”17 Reli-
gious figures continue to be subject to a range of sanctions
for stepping outside of the permitted range of religious
activities, including imprisonment, torture and disappear-
ance, as documented throughout this report.

While they are not being killed in the same numbers as
during the early decades of Chinese rule, religious leaders
are still being effectively silenced and disempowered by
the authorities. The emphasis on eliminating religious
instruction among children has shifted over time; the ear-
lier methods of forcibly removing children from their
homes have been replaced by incentives and regulatory
measures that encourage children toward a Chinese-style
education, while punishing them and their parents if chil-
dren are found to be participating in religious activities.
The consistency of the Chinese state’s attitude toward
Tibetan Buddhism is demonstrated in the shocking 2008
images from Ngaba of monks wearing signboards, being
paraded through town in an effort to humiliate revered
religious figures and intimidate the Tibetan public.
Tibetans’ long-termexposure to a ruling authority that has

consistently disparaged and tried to eradicate their most
cherished beliefs has understandably bred a sense of mis-
trust of and alienation from not only the Chinese authori-
ties, but also Chinese society.

At the same time, the highly contentious issue of Chinese-
defined autonomy versus Tibetan self-determination (i.e.
‘splittism’) serves as ameta-narrative forChinese cultural re-
pression. The failure of the Chinese party-state’s concep-
tion of autonomy to adequately address Tibetans’ desire for
self-determination, particularly as it relates to control over
their owncultural destiny, is at the cruxof this conflict. The
presentmix of cooptation and coercion the authorities are
using in Tibet is subtler than aerial bombardment of
monasteries, but it is rooted in the same fundamental dis-
dain for Tibetans’ religious beliefs and cultural preferences
that animated theCultural Revolution. The entire systemof
autonomy is predicated on a belief that the Chinese party-
state is better positioned to determine what aspects of
Tibetan culture are suitable to retain as part of itsmodern-
ization process in Tibet. Tibetans have chafed against this
system from the beginning and continue to be frustrated
by its constraints on their economic, political and cultural
rights. As China has deepened its direct economic and
political engagement in Tibet over time, the chasm
between its conception of autonomy and the aspirations
of the Tibetan people has only widened. It is no surprise
that themonkswhohave self-immolatedover thepast year
have used their dying breaths to call for both the return of
the Dalai Lama and freedom for Tibetans, and that the
ultimate crime that Tibetans are charged with when they
express their desire for greater freedoms is ‘splitting the
nation.’

It is precisely, and justifiably, in this context that the Dalai
Lamahas invoked the term ‘cultural genocide’ in describing
the situation in Tibet. The fact that China’s relentless
assault onTibetan culture has failed towipe it out entirely
or turn it into a commoditizedmuseumculture is primarily
due to the tenacity and cultural resilience of the Tibetan
people. They have fought against andworked aroundChi-
nese efforts to control Tibetan culture, and remain the true
authors of its authentic future despite their tenuous posi-
tion. While the dynamic of repression and resistance has
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created and exacerbated tensions between theTibetan and
Chinese peoples, this is not the pre-determined outcome
for these two societies. There is a different,mutually bene-
ficial path that is possible for both theChinese andTibetan
peoples, but it will require a fundamental re-evaluation of
China’s present approach inTibet. This re-evaluationmust
start with seeing Tibetans’ demands for cultural self-deter-
mination, including as it relates to Tibetan Buddhism and
the Dalai Lama, not as something to be drummed out of
them, but rather as critical elements of the way forward.

Responding to the Real Danger
of Cultural Genocide in Tibet

While the Chinese state ultimately bears responsibility
for the extreme cultural destruction it is perpetrating in
Tibet, the international community has a role to play in
addressing this situation and trying to move it onto a dif-
ferent trajectory. Both historical experience and China’s
emergence as apresumptive great power argue thatChina’s
cultural attack inTibet has global implications. This is clear
from theChineseparty-state’s use of an increasingly diverse
and sophisticated arrayof propaganda, legalistic, diplomatic
and economic tools to respond to and, increasingly,
pre-empt international criticisms of its policies and prac-
tices in Tibet. Yet criticisms, and international interest in
Tibet, persist and remain a serious challenge to China’s as-
pirations on the world stage. The international commu-
nity’s interests in the situation in Tibet cut across a variety
of issues, including but not limited to: ensuring respect for
international norms and legal standards, including pre-
vention of genocide and the protection of threatened
minorities; developing Chinese buy-in to internationally-
developed best practices across various fields of human
endeavor; and managing the various international diplo-
matic, economic, social and environmental challenges
created by China’s aspirations of great power status.

Tibetans have been subject to consistent discriminatory
practices under Chinese rule on the basis of their ethnic-
ity, religion andpolitical beliefs, andhave been relentlessly
targeted for bothofficial punishment and societal ostracism

based on expressions of those beliefs. The party-state has
engaged in a continual policy and propaganda effort that
characterizes Tibetan culture as backward and something
to be remediated through a state-directed modernization
process. Chinese policies and the results of implementa-
tion of these policies show a consistent disregard for
Tibetans’ human and cultural rights. These are notmerely
individual violations; rather, the Chinese state has clearly
targeted Tibetans as a group.

Acts of conventional genocidewere committed against the
Tibetans in the late 1950s and early 1960s, as the ICJ found
at the time. Since then, the level of cultural repression has
varied, but even in the best of times, has included very
serious forms of repression and destruction. Taken as a
whole, over the full period since theChinese invasion over
62 years ago, and certainly since 1959, theChinese policies
and actions in Tibet have consistently aimed at the
destruction of Tibetan culture, religion and identity of the
people in the interest of their assimilation into theChinese-
dominated state, with devastating results. In recent years,
especially since 2008, the repression has increased so
significantly, that, taken together with the destruction
that tookplace before that, it contains elements of cultural
genocide.

China’s intensifying repression of Tibetan culture comes
at a time that the Chinese state is attempting to expand
its own cultural power. China’s policies and practices in
the service of controlling Tibetan culture are wrapped in
the language of science and economic development, yet
ironically are often contrary to internationally accepted
standards and best practices identified by experts in the
areas of cultural preservation, poverty alleviation, treat-
ment of minorities and environmental protection. This
misuse of culture in pursuit of the Chinese Communist
Party’s political goals, and in contravention of best prac-
tices, has implications beyond Tibet. From Australia to
Zambia, China’s cultural influence is increasingly present,
and not always welcome. Concerns about the intentions
behind China’s cultural outreach arise in good measure
from unease about China’s authoritarian policies on
internal cultural issues.
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Theongoing controversy overChinese involvement in the
development of the Buddha’s birthplace in Lumbini,Nepal,
is both a worrying example of China’s growing influence
overNepal,which is home to approximately 20,000Tibetan
refugees as well as a substantial indigenous population
ethnically related to Tibetans, and a clear example of the
party-state’s appropriation of another country’s cultural
patrimony for its own, Tibet-related political purposes.
Chinese sources have offered upwards of $3 billion toward
the development of Lumbini into the world’s premier
Buddhist pilgrimage site and cultural center. XiaoWunan,
theChineseCommunist Partymember overseeing theproj-
ect, has claimed that the goalwas tobring together the three
main branches of Buddhism: Mahayana, Theravada and
Tibetan Buddhism; yet an Al Jazeera report on the project
noted that no one involvedwith it had spoken to theDalai
Lama, and suggested that part of China’s intention in
backing it was to undermine his role as a global Buddhist
leader.18

Likewise, China’s relentless propaganda efforts about Tibet
and Tibetan culture now extend far beyond the familiar
litany of benefits that Tibetans have received since the
foundingof the People’s Republic. TheChinese government
now sponsors a range of media efforts, exhibits and con-
ferences on Tibet to get its message out around the world,
while simultaneously limiting access to Tibet by inde-
pendent scholars, journalists anddiplomats, and otherwise
attempting to undermine and severely punish Tibetans
whoattempt to get information about the situation inTibet
to a broader audience. This propagandawar extends to both
crude rhetorical attacks on the Dalai Lama and intense
pressure on (including attempts at punishment of) gov-
ernments over meetings with him or permission for him
to travel to their countries, even for religious activities. Such
activities are an infringement on the sovereignty of these
states, and serve to further isolate the Tibetan people who
already struggle to make their voices heard through the
veil of Chinese distortion. As China seeks to expand its
influence, including through the exportation of a state-led
cultural outreach initiative, the underlying attitudes of the
Chinese party-state toward other cultures are increasingly
relevant beyond China’s borders.

Beyond the specific concerns around preservation of
Tibet’s unique culture, thenature ofChina’s attacks on this
culture raise serious concerns for thoseworking to prevent
mass atrocities. Experts in the fieldhave identified elements
of cultural genocide as pre-cursors tophysical, conventional
genocide, and policy-makers are increasingly recognizing
the links between cultural destruction and physical
destruction of a people. For those in the genocide preven-
tion and elimination field, China’s attack on culture in
Tibet should hold substantial interest as an important test
case for early warning systems that attempt to address
genocidal or pre-genocidal behavior.

In the years since the adoption of the Genocide Conven-
tion, the murderous rampages of authoritarian regimes
have provided some of the strongest arguments for ex-
panding the definition of genocide to include groups
targeted for their political beliefs or status. The scale ofmass
killing that characterized the early years of the People’s
Republic of China would undoubtedly meet the require-
ments of the conventional definition of genocide save one:
its political nature. Scholars who support inclusion of
political groupswithin the scope of genocide routinely cite
the extreme violence of the Cultural Revolution and the
man-made famineof theGreat LeapForward as compelling
evidence in support of their contention. But even those
scholars and investigatorswho reject political group geno-
cide find that the particular targeting of ethnic groups by
theChineseCommunist regime—including the treatment
of the Tibetans—may have qualified as genocidal.19

The evidence of previous genocidal behavior by the
Chinese state, and the presence of other indicators of a
pre-genocidal environment, should be sufficient to place
Tibet on the watch-list of those who monitor emergent
crises. The Chinese authorities clearly have failed in their
responsibility to protect the Tibetan people, and instead
have acted in a predatory and antagonistic fashion. The
ongoing self-immolations by Tibetans in Tibet, the hate
propaganda andmilitarized responses to them, are partic-
ularly strong indicators that this community is in crisis and
that the situation risks a rapid degradation. The Chinese
government’s virtual monopoly on information about
what is happening in Tibet at the moment makes moni-
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toring the situation there extremely difficult, but those
who are attempting to institutionalize the Responsibility
to Protect (R2P, see page 18) should be at the vanguard of
efforts seeking greater openness and accountability about
the present situation. Bringing the elements of cultural

genocide in Tibet into the broader discourse around R2P
and the prevention of atrocities can itself serve as an addi-
tional fulcrum for expanding the level of knowledge and
understanding about what is happening in what appears
to be a highly conflicted environment.

The Spanish Court and Universal Jurisdiction

Apair of ongoing cases in the Spanish courts has served tohighlight the relevance of Tibet to the global discourse
on genocide and accountability. These two lawsuits allegingChinese authorities have perpetrated crimes against
humanity in Tibet were filed in Spain under the principle of ‘universal jurisdiction.’ The lawyers who brought
themhave been able to keep the cases alive, despite tremendous pressure from the Chinese government to shut
them down.

Spain has become a focal point for the assertion of an individual state’s universal jurisdiction to hear cases
of crimes against humanity, including genocide, since a 1985 amendment to the SpanishCriminal Lawexplicitly
permitted its courts to pursue criminal cases where the criminal act occurred outside Spain, even if there was
no ‘local nexus’ with Spain as had previously been required.20 The first major test of this assertion of universal
jurisdiction arose when a group of progressive Spanish lawyers filed a lawsuit against Chilean dictator Augusto
Pinochet, and Judge Baltasar Garzon served an international arrestwarrant against him in 1988.While Pinochet
was never successfully prosecuted in Spain, commentators have noted that the application of universal jurisdic-
tion to his case paved theway for Pinochet’s eventual indictment inChile aswell as amore expansive reading of
states’ responsibility to prosecute crimes against humanity.21

The two Tibet lawsuits in the Spanish court were filed by José Elias Esteve Moltó, a Professor of International
Lawat theUniversity of Valencia, andAlanCantos of the SpanishTibet Support Committee (CAT). EsteveMoltó
and Cantos wanted to explore the mechanisms for holding the Chinese leadership accountable and seeking
justice for the Tibetan people that exist through international law.22 The first case, which was accepted by the
Spanish high court (Audencia Nacional) in 2005, charged Jiang Zemin and six other Chinese leaders with
genocide and crimes against humanity in Tibet.23 The second casewas filed in 2008, and charged current Chinese
leaders with crimes against humanity, including “a generalized and systematic attack against the Tibetan popu-
lation.. . since March 2008.”24 The second case was thrown out in 2010 following amendments reinstating the
requirement of a nexus with Spain for prosecution in Spanish courts. CAT’s appeal of this decision is pending.

The Chinese government has denounced both cases as inappropriate judicial action. In 2009, the Chinese
government sent the Spanish authorities a letter rejecting a judicial request forChinese officials to testify in court
in Madrid and demanded that the Spanish government block further investigation by the Audencia Nacional
into crimes against the Tibetan people, calling it a “false lawsuit.” The letter was the first written response from
the Chinese authorities since the two Tibet lawsuits were filed.25
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T hroughout more than six decades of Chinese
Communist rule in Tibet, an undeniable pattern
has emerged of repression, relative liberalization,

vigorous reassertion of cultural identity by Tibetans, and
renewed repression. Over time, each new cycle of repres-
sion has built on the structural bases of the previous cycle,
so that the intervening periods of liberalization have
become less significant, while the pressure on Tibetan
culture and identity continues to escalate. This pattern of
repression of Tibetan culture is rooted in the consistent
application of policies that privilege the Chinese party-
state’s interests over those of the Tibetan people. These
policies are, in turn, based on a set of ideological and
nationalistic principles that permeate the thinking of
Chinese leaders and have taken hold on a societal level.

Given the role thatChina is nowplaying andaspires toplay
in the world, these aspects of the Chinese Communist
Party’s character have serious implications beyond the
Tibetan context. Moreover, in view of the murderous
tendencies that the CCP has displayed throughout its
history, policies in Tibet that are driven by assimilationist
imperatives and characterized by dehumanization of
Tibetans are of global concern for those who wish to
prevent mass atrocities before they happen. Based on the
evidence presented in the earlier sections of this report, it is
evident that Chinese policies and practices in Tibet have
fallen dramatically short of the People’s Republic ofChina’s
international and domestic obligations as the self-declared
sovereign of the Tibetan people. TheChinese state has not
only failed in its responsibility to protect the Tibetan
people and their rights under Chinese and international
law, it has been the primary violator of those rights.

The presence of elements of cultural genocide in Tibet
ismost urgently about the fate of theTibetanpeople, but it
is also a matter of global concern. The potential loss that
this cultural destruction represents for humanity is signif-
icant and irreversible once it occurs. The international com-
munity must recognize the fact that this destruction is
happening at the hands of a nation that seeks to become a
great power with aspirations to shape global norms and

institutions. Finally, there is growing evidence that such
situations of cultural genocide represent a significant
marker on the continuum toward mass atrocities, provid-
ing an important opportunity for prevention. The Tibetan
people, from their highly vulnerable position under Chi-
nese rule, have consistently taken every opportunity to
assert their rights as the authentic arbiters of their own
culture and to reject Chinese cultural hegemony in Tibet.
Throughout Chinese Communist rule, the party-state has
jailed, beaten, tortured and killed Tibetans with impunity
for simple acts of standing up for their cultural identity.
Today, Tibetans continue to stand up to the vast and grow-
ing power of the Chinese state, and struggle through
religious practice, song, literature, protest and even self-
immolation to express their desire to define for themselves
what itmeans to beTibetan. They continue topay theprice
for standingup to theChinese state, facing imprisonment,
torture, deprivation and worse; yet they persevere. For
those who have less to lose in speaking out on behalf of
Tibetans, the deteriorating situation in Tibet and the
bravery of Tibetans who continue to resist must serve as
a call to action.

CONCLUSION
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A fundamentally new approach is warranted in
Tibet. There are both overarching recommenda-
tions of actions that theChinese government can

take to address their failed policies, as well asmore imme-
diate steps to alleviate tensions across the Tibetan plateau
and ensure the protection of Tibetan culture. To address
the core issues of cultural destruction in Tibet, ICT recom-
mends that Chinese authorities should:

• After engaging in immediate confidence building meas-
ures to address the current emergency in Tibetan areas,
work with the designated representatives of the Dalai
Lama to establish abroader andmore substantive dialogue
regarding the most serious current threats to Tibetan
culture, including Chinese policies on religious practice
and expression, education and language, in-migration by
non-Tibetans, and economic development.

• Conduct an independent assessment of existing policies,
legislation and regulations that negatively impact Tibetan
culture, utilizing international expertise and incorporat-
ing Tibetan participation. This review should focus on
both social and economic policy, as well as the various
provisions of lawandpolicy onadministrationofnational
autonomy, grasslands management, education, and the
environment.

• Establish a tripartite mechanism that includes Tibetan
representatives, Chinese representatives, and appropriate
international experts, including representatives of inter-
national (U.N.) agencies, to formworking groups on best
practices for: culturally and environmentally appropriate
economic development; cultural preservation; environ-
mental preservation; bilingual and minority education;
and autonomous self-government. Make the findings of
this effort public, andwork to adopt policies reflecting the
recommendations of theseworking groups.

• Reassess current security policies in response to unrest or
protest in Tibetan areas, andwhere possible permanently
draw down the security presence in Tibetan areas.

• Eliminate the practice of placing police and Party cadres
in monasteries and other religious institutions, and per-
mit self-management of these institutions by appropriate
religious authorities under regulations that are consistent
with international standards for protection of freedom
of religion.

•Work with appropriate international institutions, such
as the World Bank, Asian Development Bank, and the
UNDevelopment Program, to conduct independent, trans-
parent environmental, human development and human
rights impact assessments that meet international stan-
dards for current and planned infrastructure and major
industrial projects in Tibetan areas. Make the findings
public, and involve Tibetan communities in all phases of
the review and remediation processes.1

•Work with Tibetan communities and appropriate inter-
national bodies to develop a culturally appropriate strate-
gic plan for implementation in Tibet of the current
PRC-wide campaign to strengthen culture and expand
cultural production.

As immediate targeted steps to alleviate tensions inTibetan
areas, the Chinese authorities should:

•Withdrawpolice andother security forces fromallmonas-
teries andnunneries; suspendplans topermanentlyhouse
party cadres in monasteries and all ongoing patriotic
education campaigns; and initiate local dialogues with
Tibetan community and religious leaders on issues related
to security, access tomonasteries and the appropriate level
of official intervention in religiousmatters.

• In Lhasa and othermunicipalities, scale back the present,
heavily militarized security presence in favor of a more
community-oriented approach that respects the basic
rights of Tibetans.

• Stop rhetorical attacks and other propaganda efforts
directed against the Dalai Lama; accept the Dalai Lama’s
offer to engage in dialogue regarding the crisis of self-

RECOMMENDATIONS

For the Government of the People’s Republic of China:
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immolations in Tibet; and provide opportunities for
affected communities in Tibet to hear the Dalai Lama’s
appeal for peace and an end to the self-immolations.

• Open access to all Tibetan areas for journalists, diplomats
—including special mechanisms of the U.N.—and other
investigative entities that can document the current
situation and assist in developing longer-term recom-
mendations for diffusing tension, and commit to perma-
nently reopening Tibet to foreign journalists.

• Undertake an urgent review of the cases of individuals
who have been arrested in all Tibetan areas on state
security charges since March 2008. Any cases where due
process violations are present should be subjected to
further review and rehearing as needed. Allegations of
torture or cruel, inhumanor degrading treatment should
be fully investigated and, if warranted, prosecuted.

• End formal or informal administrative and political bar-
riers for Tibetans to receive travel documents, including
both restrictions on internal travel formonks and current
practices related towithholding or delaying the issuance
of passports to Tibetans.

• Announce the suspension of State Administration for
Religious Affairs’ “State Order Number 5: Management
Measures for the Reincarnation of Living Buddhas in
Tibetan Buddhism,” which codifies the Chinese party-
state’s inappropriate assertion of control over the process
of recognition of reincarnate lamas; and announce a
moratorium on the promulgation of new legal and pol-
icy measures that repress Tibetan Buddhists’ right to
freedom of religious expression.

• Suspend major infrastructure projects in Tibetan areas
and impose a moratorium on settlement of Tibetan
nomads displaced bydevelopment or environmental pro-
tection initiatives, pending an independent assessment,
including legal review, of policies that require or produce
displacement or resettlement, loss of property rights or
forced slaughter of livestock.

• Suspend any initiative that reduces or eliminates Tibetan
language instruction in schools in Tibetan areas.

• End the targeted censorship ofTibetanwriters, performers
and other cultural actors, whether in print or electronic
media, particularly the targeting of Tibetan vernacular
cultural expression.

• Suspend any construction or development project that
would result in the destruction or damage of Tibetan
historic sites, including but not limited to monasteries,
stupas,maniwalls, andwell-preserved examples of classic
Tibetan architecture. Ensure that any new construction
in Tibetan areas is undertaken with genuine input from
Tibetans on the architectural motifs and construction
techniques that are appropriate to the area.

• Enforcehousehold registration requirements that prevent
non-Tibetans fromchanging their household registration
to Tibetan autonomous areas. Suspend all programs and
projects that include an element of recruitment or relo-
cation of non-Tibetans to Tibetan autonomous areas
pending further review for necessity and appropriateness
of the proposed in-migration.
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The Dalai Lama has often noted that the loss of Tibetan
culture is not only a loss for the Tibetan people but also a
loss for the whole world. Part of encouraging a different
approach in Tibet is the international community’s con-
tinued insistence that the present approach is not only
misguided but remains a fundamental barrier to China’s
global leadership aspirations. As such, the International
Campaign forTibetmakes the following recommendations
onhow the international community and individual states
can address the elements of cultural genocide in Tibet:

• Concerned governments should take immediate joint
action to persuade the government of the People’s Repub-
lic of China of the need to cease those policies and prac-
tices which are heightening inter-communal tensions in
Tibet.

• Concerned governments should recognize that the situa-
tion in Tibet constitutes an ongoing pattern of gross and
systematic violations of human rights targeting the
Tibetan culture, religion and identity in ways that both
reveal elements of cultural genocide and present risk
factors for conventional genocide if not adequately
addressed. Governments should use this language in
general comments as well as in their interventions with
Chinese officials.

• Individual governments should coordinate their efforts
with other like-minded countries and support each other
in explicitly callingon theChinese government to address
those policies towardTibetan areas that are the root cause
of ongoing tensions, and that threaten theunique culture,
religion and identity of the Tibetan people. Specific refer-
ence to and emphasis on Chinese policies that harm
Tibetan culture, religion and identity should be included
routinely in governments’ statements on the situation in
Tibet, in both bilateral andmultilateral contexts.

• Particularly, the United States’ Special Coordinator for
Tibetan Issues should work with the U.S. government’s
new interagency Atrocities Prevention Board to ensure
that the situation in Tibet is on their watch-list. The
Special Coordinator’s office should serve as the focal point

for collecting information and monitoring the situation
in Tibet, as well as for U.S. diplomatic efforts to get like-
minded countries to engage in coordinated action on
this issue.

• The major donor governments, including the European
Commission, should maintain and, where possible,
expand targeted programmatic assistance for Tibetans,
including: support for Tibetan-language media; support
for sustainable, culturally appropriate development
assistance to Tibetan communities; educational and cul-
tural exchange and development programs targeted to
Tibetans, both in Tibet and in exile; support to stabilize
theTibetan refugee community, particularly inNepal; and
regular dialogue with authentic Tibetan representatives,
including but not limited to the electedKalonTripa of the
Central Tibetan Administration and the Dalai Lama and
his representatives. Donors should establish legally bind-
ing project principles to govern official development
assistance carried out in Tibetan areas.2

• Individual bilateral partners should take steps to include
Tibetans in their general educational, cultural and devel-
opment activities in China. This could include, for exam-
ple: expanded opportunities for Tibetan scholars, artists,
writers andperformers to participate in cultural exchange
and scholarship activities; a targeted level of Tibetan par-
ticipation in relevant meetings, exchanges and delega-
tions; and inclusion of Tibetan perspectives in bilateral
dialogues with China on human rights, the rule of law,
the environment, health care, education and other issues
relevant to the situation in Tibet.

• Concerned countries should specifically task their em-
bassies and consulates to expand their outreach toTibetan
communities and monitoring of the situation in Tibet,
includingbymaintaining a specific actionofficer onTibet
in the embassy’s political section. Specifically, theUnited
States should vigorously pursue its long-stated goal of
establishing a consulate in Lhasa. Drawing on the U.S.
initiative, the EU and others should begin negotiations
with China on establishing consulates in Lhasa.

For Other Governments and the International Community:
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• Diplomats, including representatives of multilateral
organizations, and journalists should continue seeking
access to all Tibetan areas until it is granted, based on the
principle of reciprocity bywhich Chinese diplomats and
journalists presently enjoy relatively open access and
unrestricted travel in the countrieswhere they are posted.

• The various thematic agencies and organs of the United
Nations—including the UN Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the UN Development
Program (UNDP), the UN Environmental Program
(UNEP), the Economic and Social Commission for Asia
and the Pacific (ESCAP), the International Fund for Agri-
cultural Development (IFAD), treaty bodies for various
human rights instruments, and the UN Human Rights
Council and its special mechanisms—should undertake
specific initiatives to address the relevant aspects of
cultural repressionwithin theirmandates.

• The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment (OECD)’s Development Assistance Committee
(DAC) should add a new Tibet pillar to its current China-
DAC Study Group to discuss with Chinese counterparts
the application in Tibetan contexts of: best practices in
the area of community based and participatory models

of development for minorities—including issues such
as minority education, language policies and cultural
preservation; and international best practices in the areas
of environmental preservation and restoration, grasslands
management and eco-tourism.

• Foreign private investors in Tibet shouldmake a specific
effort to adopt global best practices, looking beyond the
technical requirements of local laws to comply with
emerging global values and expectations of socially
responsible investor behavior. Investors should refer
to the guidelines on economic development activities
inTibet developedby theCentral TibetanAdministration
(copies available upon request by contacting ecodesk@
gov.tibet.net).

1 In addition to these general recommendations, ICT also refers policymakers to specific recommendations dealing with Tibetan livelihoods
and resettlement in ICT’s report, Tracking the Steel Dragon, pp. 251–254 (2008).

2 See, e.g., the project principles for Tibetan areas articulated in theTibetan PolicyAct of 2002, Section 616, Public Law107–228 (signed into law
September 30, 2002), available at:www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW.../pdf/PLAW-107publ228.pdf.
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